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I. INTRODUCTION 

This report of the Intra-Governmental Committee on International
Telecommunications is submitted to the Congress for such action
as the Congress may deem appropriate.

1. Summary and Recommendations 

Telecommunications between the United States and overseas points
have become increasingly important to this country since the end of
World War II. The Nation's involvement in world affairs has not
only led to a rise in commercial and social relations with other
nations, but has caused a great expansion in its diplomatic respon-
sibilities and military commitments in various parts of the world.
Prompt, efficient, reliable and low cost telecommunication services
and facilities are indispensable to our interests in all these fields.

Developments in telecommunications have been taking place at an
accelerated rate while, at the same time, our worldwide interests
call for continual further technological improvements in an era when
secure and instantaneous communications are vital to national interests.
Moreover, telecommunication has progressed from being an essential
support to our international activities to being also an instrument of
foreign policy.

The United States in the past has had a dual policy insofar as overseas
telecommunications are concerned. Historically, voice (telephone)
communications between the United States and all overseas points
have been provided by a single regulated carrier on a non-competitive
basis. On the other hand, overseas record (telegraph) communica-
tions have been provided by several competing regulated carriers.
There has been some competition between voice and record services.
In recent years, there has been a growing demand for combined
voice/record services. Although this could have provided another
area for competition between voice and record carriers, the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), to protect the economic viability
of tie record carriers, adopted a policy which, with some exceptions,
excluded the principal voice carrier, American Telephone and Tele'
graph Company (AT&T), from this field.
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In the past decade there has been a radical change in the nature of
'competition among record carriers brought about by the advent of
high-capacity undersea cables and, more recently, satellite commu-
nications. Economies of scale, as well as national policy with respect
to communications via satellite, have resulted in the common use by
all carriers of the same transoceanic cable or satellite facilities.
Thus, the trend is for the various record and voice carriers not to
provide their own separate transoceanic facilities over major routes.
The large capital costs and high capacities characteristic of modern
transoceanic facilities are being paralleled in the carriers' terminal
facilities, particularly with their use of electronic computer equip-

ment. Continuance of this trend in the future will result in an auto-

mated industry having high fixed costs and very large capacity, with
the unit cost of providing service declining sharply with increasing
use of plant. However, to the extent that excessive facilities may
continue to exist because competing carriers must maintain dupli-

cate plants, costs of providing service to the using public will be

higher than otherwise required.

The advent of space communications and the creation of a single
company, the Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT), to

provide communication satellite services further complicates the

situation.

In the past few years these and other developments have led to expres-

sions of concern by business leaders that the present structure of

companies forming our Nation's commercial overseas telecommu-

nications system is unsound and not geared to new technology or

the requirements of the future. Officials in the United States Govern-

ment have also expressed concern about problems of the industry.

Because of these concerns, and following an exchange of views with

members of the Senate and House Commerce Committees, Chairman

E. William Henry of the Federal Communications Commission and

Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, Acting Special Assistant to the President

for Telecommunications, on January 24, 1964, invited the Depart-

ments of State, Defense, and Justice, which have responsibilities

and interests in the field of telecommunications, to join with them

in an examination of this question. Following preliminary discussions,

the present Intra-Governmental Committee was formed under the

co-chairmanship of Mr. Henry and James D. O'Connell, Director

of Telecommunications Management, who replaced Dr. Wiesner as

Special Assistant to the President for Telecommunications. Present

members of the Committee are Anthony M. Solomon, who replaced
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G. Griffith Johnson, Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs;
Solis Horwitz, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Administration; and

Donald F. Turner, who replaced William H. Orrick, Jr. , Assistant

Attorney General, Antitrust Division, Department of Justice. The

Department of Labor, through James J. Reynolds, Assistant Secretary
for Labor-Management Relations, also participated in aspects of the

study relating to labor.

On the basis of its study, the Committee has concluded that, although

in the past significant benefits may have resulted from the competitive

inter-play among the record carriers and between the record and

voice carriers, in the future significant benefits also may be gained

from the merger of facilities, such as more efficient use of plant,

reductions in costs and therefore rates, and an increased ability to

make overseas telecommunications a more effective instrument of

national policy.

Furthermore, certain mergers could strengthen effective inter-service

competition between voice and record carriers, as well as direct com-

petition in those services which all carriers might be authorized to

supply. To the extent that any merged record carrier would be in

a sufficiently strong economic position, such merger could facilitate

the removal of present barriers against the provision of voice/record

leased services by AT&T and might prevent extension of such policy

to other services.

Although the members of the Committee, a group representing diverse

responsibilities and views, place differing emphasis on problems

facing the industry and their possible solutions, all agree that the

industry is facing unprecedented challenges at the present time.

The Committee recommends the enactment of permissive merger

legislation so that any restructuring which the FCC finds to be in

the public interest can be accomplished expeditiously under adminis-

trative supervision. Such legislation would remove the present

statutory bars to merger of carriers or facilities used to provide

overseas telecommunication services and permit the FCC, under

appropriate safeguards (see pp. 32-33) including protection of labor,

to approve, as submitted or conditioned, a plan for merger of all

or part of such facilities or carriers.
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2. Conduct of the Study

The study undertaken by the Committee involved:

-- identification of national goals to be met by the industry;

-- evaluation of its past performance, and of its probable
performance, as now structured, in meeting such goals
in the decade 1966-1975;

-- determination of which, if any, aspects of the present
industry structure could impede its future performance;

-- examination of possible alternative structures and their
probable effect on performance in meeting national goals;
and

-- making appropriate recommendations.

Faced with a shortage of personnel to conduct a study in the depth

believed necessary, the Committee engaged Stanford Research
Institute (SRI) to perform necessary factual research. Continuing

liaison between the Committee and SRI was maintained directly and

through a Project Advisory Group consisting of staff personnel from

the agencies concerned. The SRI report, which served as a data
base for the deliberations of the Committee, will be furnished as
soon as available in final form.

The Committee met with business and labor leaders concerned with

overseas telecommunications. These included Mr. Joseph A. Beirne,
President, CommunicationsWorkers of America; Mr. E. A. Gallagher,
President, Western Union International Inc. ; Mr. Harold S. Geneen,
President, International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation;
Mr. Frederick R. Kappel, Chairman, American Telephone and

Telegraph Company; Mr. James McCormack, Chairman, Communi-

cations Satellite Corporation; Mr. Russell W. McFall, President,

The Western Union Telegraph Company; General David Sarnoff,

Chairman, Radio Corporation of America; and Mr. Joseph P. Selly,

President, American Communications Association. A member of

the Committee's staff also met with Mr. Elmer L. Hageman, Presi-

dent, Commercial Telegraphers Union.

The remainder of this report sets forth the Committee's detailed
findings, conclusions, and recommendations.
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Section II describes the industry.

Section III reviews national goals set for the industry.

Section IV reviews industry performance during the last decade and

probable developments in the next decade.

Section V reviews various problems raised in connection with industry

performance.

Section VI compares probable industry performance in the next decade

under the present structure and under three possible alternative indus-

try structures.

Section VII contains the Committee's conclusions and recommendations.
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II. PRESENT INDUSTRY STRUCTURE 

The present industry structure evolved from past developments
beginning with the first overseas communication by telegraph cables
in 1866 and the subsequent creation of competing companies using that
communications mode. This was followed by the development of
radio to the point where it was possible, early in the twentieth
century, to use it for telegraph communication with overseas points.
Radio-telegraph companies then were formed to compete with cable-
telegraph companies as well as with each other. Sometime later,
when radio technology was further improved so as to make possible
the overseas transmission of voice, commercial telephone service
was inaugurated in 1927 by AT&T. With minor exceptions, AT&T
has continued to be the sole carrier providing voice services between
the mainland United States and overseas points.

With the development of reliable high-capacity undersea cables
for telephone service, which became available in the 1950's, AT&T
and its overseas correspondents began to shift from radio to cable
for their services. The advantages of this mode for telegraph
services led the cable and radio-telegraph companies to use capacity
in the new cables to provide their own services. Today all carriers
use the same high-capacity cable facilities to provide their services
over major routes. The telegraph cables have been almost completely
abandoned, and radio circuits to major points have been relegated to
standby use, although radio is still used for direct communication
to points not reached through the more modern cables.

The latest, and one of the most important developments in communi-
cations has been the advance of space technology to the point where
it has become possible to provide overseas commercial service
via communication satellites. This development led to the enactment
of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, which established
national policy for communication via satellites.

1. Companies Forming the Industry

The structure of the industry is one under which overseas trans-
mission of voice services from the mainland is offered through
the facilities of AT&T, while overseas record services are offered
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by a number of carriers in competition with one another. Both voice
and record carriers may lease channels for satellite communications
through COMSAT to be used in addition to their other radio and cable
facilities. However, to date, only AT&T has leased such channels
in any significant quantity.

The industry structure is made more complex through the need for
each record carrier, in serving users outside the cities in which
they maintain offices, to interconnect with domestic carriers in
the United States, and through the need for all United States carriers
furnishing overseas services to interconnect at most overseas points
with another carrier operating at that point. Facilities at the majority
df overseas points are operated or controlled by a foreign government,
although in some instances a United States record carrier may
operate at both ends.

Interconnection with other carriers, either domestic or foreign,
is rnzade pursuant to agreements between the carriers involved,
which cOncern the mode to be used, the technical conditions of
operation, and the division of charges applicable to services handled.

Perhaps the most complex arrangement is the multilateral Executive
Agreement (further discussed at p. 10) 'between the United States
and other nations relating to the establishment and operation of
the space segmlent of the global commercial communications satellite
system. This arrangement does not affect directly agreements
made by United States carriers with their foreign correspondents
relating to interconnection of their facilities through channels in
the system.

On the United States mainland, overseas record companies consist
of three major carriers and several smaller ones. The former are
ITT World Communications, Inc. (ITT); RCA Communications, Inc.
(RCAC); and Western Union International, Inc. (WUI). The latter
include French Telegraph Cable Company (FT CC); Press Wireless,
Inc. (PW); Tropical Radio Telegraph Company (TRT); and United
States-Liberia Radio Corporation (USL). These companies, except
for TRT and USL, maintain operating and public offices in the
so-called gateway cities, principally New York, Washington, and
San Francisco. TRT has offices in Miami and New Orleans, while
USL has its office at Akron, Ohio. They serve the public outside
such cities through interconnection with carriers offering domestic
service, including AT&T, its subsidiaries, Western Union Telegraph
Company, and independent companies.
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Voice services between the mainland and overseas points are offered
by AT&T, which also is authorized to provide record services with
Hawaii. AT&T's correspondent at Hawaii is the Hawaiian Telephone
Company (HTC), which offers voice and record services within Hawaii
and voice services to points outside Hawaii (as well as record
services to the mainland). Record services to points outside Hawaii
are furnished by ITT, RCAC, and WUI, which maintain public and
operating offices at Honolulu and interconnect with HTC to reach
customers at other points within Hawaii.

ITT, RCAC, and Cable and Wireless (West Indies) Ltd. (C&W) offer
record services between Puerto Rico and overseas points, maintain
operating and public offices at San Juan and several other points,.
and interconnect with the Puerto Rico Communications Authority
and the Puerto Rican Telephone Company (PRTC), which provide
record services within Puerto Rico. Telephone service between
Puerto Rico and overseas points is offered by ITT Cables and Radio,
Inc. — Puerto Rico (ITTC&R-PR), which has no public offices but
interconnects with the Puerto Rican Telephone Company.

Record service between the Virgin Islands and overseas points is
offered by ITT and C&W, which have offices at a few points and
interconnect with local carriers. Voice services are offered by
ITT Communications, Inc. —Virgin Islands (ITT CI-VI)through
interconnection with the Virgin Islands Telephone Company (VITELCO).

RCAC provides record and voice services between Guam and overseas
points, while ITT and WUI, as well as RCAC, provide the voice/
record services described below between Guam and overseas points.

The above companies are all United States corporations, except
C&W, which is a subsidiary of Cable and Wireless, Ltd., a British
company; and FTCC, which is a French company. AT&T is owned
by the public, as is HTC, while WUI is controlled by an investment
firm, American Securities Corporation. RCAC is wholly owned by
Radio Corporation of America; TRT is wholly owned by United
Fruit Company; and USL is wholly owned by Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company. PW, ITT, ITTC&R-PR, PRTC, ITTCI-VI, and
VITELCO are all owned indirectly by International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation, which also indirectly owns and controls a
number of other telephone and telegraph companies, principally in
Latin America, which furnish domestic and overseas communications
in foreign countries.
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Z. Services Offered 

Principal overseas record services offered in the United States are

the familiar message telegraph service; teleprinter exchange, or

telex service (which is similar to the domestic TWX and telex services);

and leased channel (or private line) service, under which a customer

may lease, usually on a monthly basis, a channel to connect with

someone at an overseas point for the transmission of record material,

including data. The record carriers have also recently instituted a

telex service capable of transmitting data. In addition to these

services, they offer a number of special ones, such as facsimile

and multiple address press services, as well as marine services.

Principal overseas voice services are message telephone service,

the overseas equivalent of the domestic long distance, or toll

service; and leased channel (or private line) service. Other services,

including broadcast program, and marine, are also furnished.

In recent years, with the improved transmission facilities, there

has been a demand for leased channels which could be used for the

transmission of both voice and record information (including data).

The FCC authorized the record carriers, HTC, and ITTC&R-PR

to provide such services, permitting AT&T to retain such business

as it then had, but prohibiting it from leasing any additional voice/

record channels. On the other hand, it permitted AT&T and HTC

to furnish dataphone service (under which a customer may transmit

data by a telephone call through special terminal equipment) between

Hawaii and the mainland, and later authorized the record carriers

to offer their telex data subscribers the option of using such

facilities for voice communications between Hawaii and the mainland

in competition with the voice carriers. Neither dataphone nor any

similar voice/data service presently is offered to any other overseas

point.

With commercial satellite communications providing bandwidth

over which live television can be sent between the United States

mainland and Europe, the FCC authorized AT&T, ITT, RCAC, and

WUI to offer such service on a rotating basis under a joint tariff.

3. Communications Satellite Corporation

COMSAT, as a carriers' carrier, provides channels for satellite

communications to carriers dealing with the public. Formed
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pursuant to the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, COMSAT
has sole authority with respect to ownership and operation of the
United States interest in the single global communications satellite
system contemplated by the Act, as distinguished from the earth
stations used to communicate with such system.

It presently offers channels in the so-called Early Bird system,
which consists of a synchronous satellite with a 240-voice channel
capacity, used for relaying signals between an earth station at
Andover, Maine, and earth stations in England, France, Germany,
and Italy. It is constructing earth stations in the States of Washington
and Hawaii to communicate with trans-Pacific points via satellites
being launched by the International Telecommunications Satellite
Consortium (INTELSAT) during 1966. It is also seeking to further
expand the present system to provide global coverage as well as to
construct other earth stations in the United States.

The space segment of the global system is owned and operated by
INTELSAT under the Agreement F Aablishing Interim Arrangements
for a Global Commercial Communications Satellite System (Interim
Agreement) and a special agreement between operating agencies
designated by the signatory governments to the Interim Agreement.
At present 50 nations are member of INTELSAT. COMSAT now
provides about fifty-six percent of the total funds of INTELSAT and
acts as manager of the satellite system. These interim arrangements
will be reviewed by 1969, looking toward the establishment of definitive
arrangements by 1970.

COMSAT is owned approximately fifty percent by the public and fifty
percent by United States communications common carriers.

4. The Labor Force

As at October 31, 1965, the record carrier labor force totalled
some 7,600 employees (including messengers). Of these, 5,100
were employed in the continental United States, with the remainder
at overseas (including foreign) points. Figures for employees of
United States voice carriers engaged in overseas services are not
readily available. Total record carrier employment increased
between 1950 and 1957 to a high of almost 11,500, of which some
5,400 were employed in the continental United States. Thereafter,
employment trended downward because of a decrease in total industry
employment and reorganizations in the ITT group of companies which
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resulted in the creation of new companies abroad to handle foreign

operations formerly conducted by United States-based ITT companies.

ITT, RCAC, and WUI account for over 80 percent of the total

record industry labor force. Employees of RCAC, WUI, and FTCC

in the continental United States are represented by American

Communications Association, and similar employees of ITT by

Communications Workers of America. Operating employees of

TRT in the continental United States are represented by Southern

Electronic Asssociation.

5. Government Overseas Communications 

The Government relies heavily on industry to meet its communication

needs. Facilities obtained from industry may be used in combination

with government-owned facilities to form independently operated

communications networks. Such networks, including those of the

three military services, the Department of State, the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the Federal Aviation

Agency, are now undergoing a managerial and technical reorgani-

zation into one integrated system, the National Communications

System. This reorganization is being effected pursuant to a

Presidential Memorandum issued in August 1963, which directs

that the National Communications System "be established and

developed by linking together, improving, and extending on an

evolutionary basis the communications facilities and components

of the various Federal agencies."

The Memorandum also provides that "The objective of the NCS

will be to provide necessary communications for the Federal

Government under all conditions ranging from a normal situation

to national emergencies and international crises, including nuclear

attack. The system will be developed and operated to be responsive

to the variety of needs of the national command and user agencies

and be capable of meeting priority requirements under emergency

or war conditions through use of reserve capacity and additional

private facilities. The NCS will also provide the necessary com-

binations of hardness, mobility, and circuit redundancy to obtain

survivability of essential communications in all circumstances."
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III. NATIONAL POLICY 

Statutory policy respecting telecommunications is contained

principally in the Communications Act of 1934 and the Communi-

cations Satellite Act of 1962.

1. The Communications Act 

The Communications Act centralized in the Federal Communications

Commission authority formerly exercised by several agencies with

respect to telecommunications, and granted it additional powers, in

order to secure a more effective execution of telecommunications policy.

This policy is stated in Section 1 of the Act, as being for the purposes of:

regulating interstate and foreign commerce in communications

by wire and radio so as to make available, so far as possible,

to all the people of the United States a rapid, efficient, Nation-

wide, and world-wide wire and radio communication service

with adequate facilities at reasonable charges;

- the•national defense; and

-- promoting safety of life and property through the use of wire

and radio communication.

The importance of national defense is further emphasized in the

Communications Act by the broad powers conferred on the President

with respect to telecommunications in times of national emergency and

war. The FCC is also required to keep itself informed as to technical

developments and improvements in wire and radio communication so

that the benefits of new inventions and developments may be made avail-

able to the public.

2. Policy Respecting Communication Satellites

In addition to these general standards applicable to all United States

common carrier communications, interstate and foreign, as well as

terrestrial and space, specific standards applicable to satellite

communications are set forth in the Communications Satellite Act.

Thus, the Satellite Act provides that, in cooperation with other

countries, a commercial communication satellite system is to be
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established as expeditiously as practicable, as part of an improved

global communications network to be responsive to public needs

and national objectives; serve the communication needs of the

United States and other countries; and contribute to world peace and

understanding.

The new services are to be made available as promptly as possible

and are to be extended to provide global coverage at the earliest

practicable date. In effectuating this program, care and attention

is to be directed toward providing such services to economically

less developed countries and areas, as well as those more highly

developed; assuring efficient and economical use of the frequency

spectrum; and the reflection of the benefits of the new technology in

both the quality and charges for such services.

The Satellite Act further provides that it is the intent of Congress

that all authorized users have non-discriminatory access to the

system, and that maximum competition be maintained in the provision

of equipment and services used by the system.

3. Antitrust Law as it Relates to Overseas Carriers

The general rationale underlying communications common carrier

regulation is that unrestricted entry into the market by new carriers

is neither feasible nor desirable, because economies of scale require

firms of such size that only relatively few are sufficient to meet demand

economically. For this reason, entry into the field is made subject to

the permission of the regulatory agency. Furthermore, because of

elements of monopoly power over prices and services inherent in the

industry, the regulatory agency is given authority to ensure that such

power is not used to the detriment of the public.

It is clear, however, from the statutory scheme that, although entry

is limited and controls are imposed with respect to rates, services,

facilities, and other aspects of common carrier operation, the basic

intent of the applicable laws is that the objectives specified are to be

achieved within the framework of the general antitrust laws as well as

vario4A_Apecific provisions applicable to common

carriers, unless specific exemption is provided in particular circum-

stances. Thus, mergers o overseas communications common carriers

are subject to Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act and Section 7 of the

Clayton Act. Section 222 of the Communications Act prohibits merger

between a dom"le'7tig—raph carrier and an international telegraph
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carrier; Section 313 specifically applies the antitrust laws to inter-
state and foreign radio communications; Section 314 prohibits a
radio carrier from having an interest in a cable to a foreign country,
and prohibits a person operating a cable or wire line in interstate
or foreign communications from acquiring an interest in any radio
station, apparatus or system used to communicate with a foreign
country, where in either case the purpose or effect may be to sub-
stantially lessen competition or unlawfully create a monopoly; and
Section 602 gives the FCC responsibility for enforcing compliance
with certain provisions of the Clayton Act insofar as they apply to
communications common carriers.

Congress, however, in the Communications Satellite Act took the
view that commercial space communications with overseas points
should be provided by a single global system of communication
satellites shared by all interested nations, and that the United States
participation in the system should be through COMSAT, the corporation
created pursuant to the Act. On the other hand, COMSAT is required
to be so organized and operated as to maintain and strengthen competi-
tion in the provision of communication services to the public, and its
activities, as well as those of its owners, are required to be consistent
with the antitrust laws.

4. Antitrust Law as it Relates to Domestic Carriers

Experience over the years has indicated to the Congress that in
particular circumstances the public interest could be better served by
the elimination or decrease of existing competition in certain areas.
Thus, Section 221 of the Communications Act provides that if, upon
application, the FCC finds that the consolidation of two or more tele-
phone companies will be of advantage to the persons to whom service
is to be rendered and in the public interest, any act of Congress making
such transaction unlawful shall not apply. Similarly, Section 222 of
the Communications Act provides that if the FCC finds that an applica-
tion for the merger of two or more domestic telegraph carriers conforms
to the requirements of that section and is in the public interest, the
antitrust laws shall not be applicable.

5. International Agreements Concerning Telecommunications

Unlike domestic telecommunications, which are fully subject to
United States jurisdiction, communications with foreign nations are
subject to the jurisdiction of both the United States and the foreign
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nations. Divided jurisdiction between nations led to a multilateral
convention establishing the International Telecommunication Union
as a forum through which the various nations could reach agreement
as to operating practices, services, charges, and other matters
affecting international telecommunications.

The Convention has annexed to it four sets of Regulations: Tele-
graph, Telephone, Radio, and Additional Radio. The United States
is a signatory to the Convention, the Telegraph Regulations, and the
Radio Regulations, which have the full force of law in the United States.
The Convention also provides for the establishment of two consultative
committees, one for radio and one for telephone and telegraph opera-
tions, which provide a forum for international study of technical,
operating, and tariff questions, and the issuance of recommendations.

6. Federal Government Use of Commercial Services 

Another important aspect of national policy with respect to telecom-
munications results from the long-standing requirement, now set
forth in Bureau of the Budget Circular A-76, that the Federal Govern-

ment will not initiate or continue any commercial industrial activities

to provide a product or service for its own use if such product or

service can be procured from private enterprise at economical charges

through ordinary business channels. Insofar as overseas telecommuni-

cations are concerned, this means that, where common carriers can

provide the desired service of a quality to meet the Government's needs
and at economical charges, the Government will make use of those
facilities rather than install its own.

As a result of this policy the Government is by far the largest single
customer for overseas common carrier communications services.

Most of the present leased channels for voice/record services are
used by the Government, particularly the Department of Defense and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. This large-scale

use has twofold importance. In the first place, the revenues from the

leases involved are important to the financial health, if not the economic
viability, of the record carriers. On the other hand, such substantial
reliance on commercial facilities by the Government, particularly in
the national defense and security areas, makes it of vital importance

that there be instantly available to the Government the type, quality,
and variety of services necessary to meet its worldwide needs.
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IV. PERFORMANCE AND TRENDS

The last decade has seen the rapid expansion of overseas
communications capabilities made possible by high-capacity
undersea cables and satellites. There has been a concom-
itant growth in the carriers' investment in plant and in their
revenues. This expansion is due in large part to the ability of
the new communication modes to meet the demand for reliable
overseas communications, particularly in the customer-to-
customer record services and in the message telephone service.

The overseas record carriers have performed satisfactorily in
serving the commercial market. They have introduced new services
such as telex, datel, and leased circuits, modernized plant, and
adopted technological developments. Thus, they have adopted
customer dialing for telex and are presently converting to computers
and other forms of automated switching. They have aggressively
sold their services, and effected some reductions in rates for certain
of their services. Many of the customers interviewed by SRI expressed
the belief that the existence of competition among the record carriers
had improved the speed and quality of their service.

The overseas voice carriers have made significant contributions to
technological progress and have led the way for the whole industry
in modernizing its overseas transmission facilities. In the last
decade, through modern undersea cables, they have rendered
effective service, adding large amounts of new plant to meet demand,
and have also effected some reductions in rates.

COMSAT's commercial services, which started in 1965, are presently
performing satisfactorily. It is at present developing plans for
increases in capacity, quality, and uses of satellite communications,
which will undoubtedly be a major mode of communication in the near
future, contributing greatly to the progress of telecommunications.

1. Past Financial Performance

As of October 1,1965, the voice carriers as a group had an estimated
gross investment in overseas plant of about $300 million, of which
about $250 million was in undersea cables. In 1955 the voice carriers
operated their overseas services by radio (except between Florida
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and Cuba) with an estimated gross investment in plant of 
less than

$20 million. At the end of 1955, the record carriers, as then

constituted, had a gross investment in plant of some $
135 million,

which increased to about $191 million by the end of 1964. 
In addition,

at the end of 1965, COMSAT's gross investment in pla
nt for its early

capability system (Early Bird) was some $10.1 million
. Similar

figures for net investment (after depreciation) were $58
 million and

$120 million for the record carriers, and $6.8 million f
or COMSAT.

Net plant figures are not available for the voice carrie
rs.

The last decade also saw a rise in overseas telecomm
unications

revenues from some $90 million in 1955 to $217 millio
n in 1964. The

sharpest rise was in voice carrier revenues, since the 
cable installation

program apparently enabled satisfaction of a considerable 
pent-up demand

for voice services by increasing capacity as well as qua
lity of service.

Revenues from these services rose from $16 million in 19
55 to $97 million

in 1964, of which the greatest portion was for voice messa
ge service.

Record carrier revenues similarly rose, though at a sl
ower rate, from

$74 million in 1955 to $120 million in 1964.

In the record field the message telegraph service
, though increasing

in revenues over the decade from about $62 million to
 $78 million, is

decreasing in relative importance as a source of revenu
es. It accounted

for 83.5 percent of total record carrier revenues in 1
955 as against

64. 6 percent in 1964. Telex service, instituted in 1950, has had a rapid

increase, rising from about $1.25 million in 1955 to 
almost $20 million

in 1964 (or from 1. 8 percent of total record revenues
 to 16.5 percent).

Similarly, leased channel services rose sharply fro
m about $5.7 million

in 1955 to almost $16 million in 1964 (or from 7. 7 perc
ent of total revenues

to 13. 2 percent). The greater share of the growth in total revenues 
has

come from the latter two services which appear to 
have a higher profit

margin than does the message telegraph service.

For the three major record carriers, net plant, 
gross revenues, and

net revenues are shown for 1955 and 1964 in Table 1
. (See page 23).

2. Trends in Facilities

Since 1956, when the first high capacity tran
satlantic cable was laid,

there has been a shift to this mode by both 
voice and record carriers, so

that today cables are used as the primary ro
ute wherever available. The
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telegraph cables have virtually been abandoned, and the use of high-
frequency radio is steadily declining, except to Latin America,
Africa, and areas in Asia to which direct cable or satellite facilities
are not now available. Limited use is now made of satellite communi-
cations to Europe, the only area to which such service is now
commercially available, although the next few years promise to see
a considerable expansion in its use as it becomes available to other
areas of the world.

Modern undersea cables, which had a 36-voice channel capacity only
a decade ago, today have capacities of 138-voice channels. Applications
are presently pending before the FCC for authority to lay a transistorized
cable with a 720 -voice channel capacity.

Undersea cables have been laid by United States interests connecting
the mainland United States and the United Kingdom, France, Bermuda,
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Jamaica, the Canal Zone, Hawaii,
Midway, Wake, Guam, the Philippines, and Japan. This growth has
been paralleled by cable systems of other countries, so that today the
major nations of the world are rapidly being connected by a network
of high capacity cables. Presently, over 86 percent of the world's
telephones can be interconnected through these cables.

The development of modern cable and satellite facilities has caused
major changes in the operations of the various overseas carriers.
Previously, each record carrier using cables competitively laid and
operated its own cables, and when high-frequency radio became
available for commercial use, each record carrier using that mode
installed and operated its own transmitting and receiving facilities.
This practice began to change with the advent of the high-capacity
cable programs of AT&T and its overseas correspondents. Since it
was not economically feasible for each carrier to lay its own cables
to accommodate growth in its traffic and to modernize its facilities,
the record carriers obtained channels in the high-capacity cables for
these purposes, first through lease, then by indefeasible user right,
and most recently as co-owners. The Communications Satellite Act
re-enforces this trend toward the use of common transmission
facilities by providing that the carriers may each lease facilities from
COMSAT.

Therefore, to the extent that carriers serving the public now tend to
use the same transoceanic facilities, competition between them in
providing better transmission facilities no longer exists. Competition
remains in other areas, such as in switching and terminal facilities, and
in various types and quality of service, as well as the charges therefor.
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The future should see a continuation of trends observable during

the past decade. The shift in overseas transmission facilities to

high-capacity cables should be accompanied by a simultaneous

increase in the use of satellite communications. During the next

decade, facilities will be principally a mix of high-capacity cable,

satellite, and radio, with the first two modes being used predom-

inantly on heavy traffic routes and the third mode being used on

lighter routes where traffic does not justify the high initial invest-

ment of the others. Both cables and satellites may be expected to

increase in capacity and quality with accompanying decreases in per

channel costs.

Transistorized undersea cable capacity will soon increase to 1200-

voice channels, and probably to 2000 to 3000 channels by 1975.

Satellites of 1200-voice channel capacity soon will be available, and

1975 may see 6000 to 10, 000 channel satellites. The end of the

decade also may see technology capable of transmitting all intelligence,

including voice traffic, in digital form, with considerable savings in

the channel capacity presently required. Because of the lesser

bandwidth used for record services, the need of the record carriers

for channels will continue to constitute a relatively small portion of

total channel requirements.

Central office and other equipment will be further improved, and

automation, particularly the long-term trend to computerized

switching techniques, will continue, making easier the interconnection

of systems with different characteristics and the offering of service

improvements.

Available technology will make possible ample, and possibly surplus,

capacity within the next ten years on the more important traffic routes,

although there may be a problem in providing economical and high-

quality facilities for smaller-volume routes, including those with

lesser-developed countries. However, installation of facilities

requires agreement by foreign correspondents, and the availability

of capacity will depend on their willingness to add facilities to the

same extent as United States carriers. To the extent such new

facilities are added, the industry will increase the ratio of its fixed

to total costs, although investment per channel will decrease. New

and challenging rate-making problems will be presented by large

capacity systems whose total costs will remain relatively fixed what-

ever the volume of traffic handled.
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3. Research and Development 

The telecommunications industry as a whole has traditionally been
progressive in the use of new technology to improve service and
reduce rates. The voice carriers have been the principal contributors
to technological progress. Needs of the record carriers have been
met principally by the electronics industry, including the carriers'
parent corporations, in the form of new equipment. All overseas
carriers have profited substantially from contributions of both
industry and government (including space and military programs).

With the creation of COMSAT, the AT&T effort in communications
satellite research and development has declined. COMSAT has thus
far conducted research and development through contracts with both
foreign and domestic firms and is now making plans to establish a
corporate research and development center. The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration's Advanced Technological Satellite program
is designed to make contributions toward advancing the art, rather
than developing particular operational satellites. On the other hand,
the various defense programs of the Government are designed to
develop specific operational satellites to meet unique governmental
needs. The experience gained and the important new components
and techniques devised in all such programs will, of course, contribute
to the maintenance of the Nation's leadership in the communications
satellite field.

In general the research and development efforts of the entire communi-
cations industry should result in significant further improvements in
the next decade. Developments in satellite technology by industry and
government should soon make new services possible, such as various
forms of TV and aural broadcast services, aeronautical air/ground
services, and wideband information retrieval services.

4. Trends in Demand

Growth in demand for overseas telecommunication services is expected
by SRI to accelerate in the next decade. Even if charges are maintained
at present levels SRI projects a four-fold increase for that period, as
against a three-fold growth in the 1955-1964 period. If present rates
are reduced by one-half, traffic volumes would increase considerably
over the above forecast, but anticipated total revenues would be less
than under present rate levels. Satisfaction of anticipated demand,
however, is always dependent on the addition of required facilities by
the carriers and their correspondents.
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The rate of growth will be highest in customer-to-customer voice

and record services and lowest in message telegraph service.

Voice carriers will obtain the greater part of the increase in total

revenues so that by 1975 they will account for the bulk of all overseas

revenues. Although there will be some demand for services such as

live television and wideband data, requiring greater bandwidth (now

becoming available) than is required for voice service, it is not

likely to be significant relative to other services. The demand for

voice/data services will continue to grow, but the extent to which

the record carriers will share in this growth is uncertain. There

does not appear to be any difficulty, so far as United States carriers

are concerned, in financing plant expansions at current charges for

services, except for the possibility that one of the carriers may have

to secure funds through equity financing rather than through earnings

and borrowings.

5. Stanford Research Institute Forecast

SRI reports that, at current charges, revenues for the voice carriers

now or soon will exceed revenue requirements, with the record carriers

being in a similar position late in the 1960's. According to SRI's figures,

substantial reductions in charges are possible for voice services in the

near future. Even with reductions of 25 percent in 1968 and an additional

33-1/3 percent reduction in 1972, SRI estimates that the mainland voice

carrier would still continue to be in an excess earnings position. The

record carriers, SRI believes, would be in a position to make modest

decreases in rates beginning in the late 1960's, which with further

reductions would total about 10 percent of current charges by 1975.

Reductions in telephone charges only might result in a decrease in the

profitability of the record industry when compared to what it would

have earned otherwise, but its profitability may still be slightly above

that return assumed by SRI to be reasonable. This would be so even in

the face of reductions in telephone rates by 1975 totaling 50 percen
t of

present rates. SRI concludes, therefore, that unless the foreign corres-

pondents press for lower record rates to match reduced voice rates,

there is no indication that major reductions in telephone rates would

place the record carriers in an unsound economic position.

6. Communications Satellite Corporation 

The outlook for COMSAT will be influenced by decisions on matters

now pending before the FCC, such as the authorized user and earth
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station issues, as well as the manner in which satellite communications
will be used in the future. Accordingly, it is difficult to forecast
the future with any degree of certainty. It is clear, however, that to
the extent that COMSAT remains wholly or primarily a carriers'
carrier, its revenues will be dependent on such factors as the extent
to which over-all traffic volume grows and the extent to which such
growth is satisfied by facilities leased from it by conventional
carriers.
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V. PROBLEMS 

The rapidity of industry changes reviewed in the previous section has
focused attention upon problems related to the structure of the industry
and its continued adequacy to meet public needs. It has been urged by
many that fundamental action is required to alter the structure of the
entire industry to make it a more effective instrument of national
policy, better serve the needs of security and foreign relations, and
provide the quality of service required by the public at the lower
charges which improvements in technology make possible.

1. Record Carrier Economic Problems 

The FCC has found it necessary to take actions to maintain the
viability of the record carriers in view of apparent threats to their
revenues. Starting in the late 1950's, the FCC fostered record carrier
use, and more recently ownership, in the high-capacity transoceanic
cables developed and laid by the voice carriers. Later, in view of
possible losses in leased channel revenues by the record carriers, the
FCC took steps to prevent AT&T from competing with them for voice/
record leased circuit business. These actions had the twofold effect
of protecting the revenues of the record carriers and of modernizing
their plant.

Although the record industry as a whole is presently operating

profitably, it is uncertain if it can continue to do so unless restrictions

on competition from AT&T are maintained, and unless rates for certain
record services are at levels higher than might otherwise be necessary.

Record carrier revenues from voice/record leased channel service
between the mainland and overseas points are estimated at more than
$4 million in 1965. These revenues accounted for about 3.5 percent
of the record carriers' total revenues, but because of the relatively
low operating costs associated with leased channel service, probably
represent a much larger portion of their net operating revenues.

There are indications that demand will build up in the next ten years
for a short-period voice/record service, such as dataphone or datex,
to overseas points. In view of the considerable number of dataphone
instruments that are now in use by AT&T subscribers domestically,
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a general overseas service of this type by AT&T could adversely

affect the demand for similar services of the record carriers, as

well as for their telex and possibly their message telegraph services.

This threat would be increased if message telephone rates are sub-

stantially reduced, since those rates are applicable to dataphone

service. (Telex revenues of the record carriers in 1965 amounted to

$17.4 million.) Although the FCC has authorized both voice and record

carriers to provide this type of service between the mainland and

Hawaii, it is not as yet offered by any carrier to other overseas points.

In addition to the growing reliance of the entire industry upon common

transoceanic facilities, there is a trend to the use of relatively high-

cost and very high-capacity switching and terminal equipment. Under

the present industry structure, it is necessary for at least the three

major record carriers individually to invest in and operate such

equipment, although a lesser amount of equipment would be sufficient

under a different industry structure to meet customer demand.

The present structure of the industry necessarily also requires

duplication of facilities on customer's premises, offices in the gateway

cities, and operating, maintenance, and management personnel, with

resulting higher costs. Furthermore, insofar as overseas transmission

facilities are concerned, even though the overseas record carriers

use common cable or satellite facilities, each requires spare capacity

for reserve or other purposes which cumulatively may exceed that

which would be required by a single entity.

2. Communications via Satellites 

The problems faced by the overseas telecommunication industry have

been further complicated by the advent of commercial communica-

tion satellites. The role to be played by this mode and the new entity,

COMSAT, in overseas communications has been perhaps the dominant

concern of industry and government in recent years, affecting as it

does national policy and prestige as well as the future of the industry

and individual carriers. The technical capabilities of communication

satellites and the costs involved in using such capabilities have not yet

been fully explored. However, communication satellites can provide

direct circuits between points to a greater extent than is possible with

cables.
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In accordance with the Communications Satellite Act, COMSAT is
the carrier representing the United States in the provision of communi-
cations through the internationally owned and operated space segment
of the global commercial communications satellite system. The Act
leaves open the possibility that other systems may be created for
unique government needs or where otherwise required in the national
interest. Moreover, the Act does not require that other systems or
that earth terminals in the United States used for the global commercial
system necessarily be owned and operated by COMSAT.

One of the more significant issues with respect to COMSAT to be
determined by the FCC is the extent to which it is to be a carriers'
carrier. This issue raises serious questions as to the relationship
between COMSAT and other carriers, since to the extent that it would
furnish service directly to users, it would compete with such other
carriers.

Other issues to be decided by the FCC relate to the ownership and
operation of earth terminals, and to the use of communications
satellites for domestic communications and for special purposes
such as television, aeronautical, maritime, and weather services.

Moreover, the Communications Satellite Act requires that special
attention be given to the extension of communications satellite service
to underdeveloped areas. Some countries are likely to have insuffi-
cient traffic volumes to justify economically the establishment of
earth terminals, so that some form of financial assistance may be
required. Determinations must be made in this area and in other
respects.

3. Other Problems

There are other problems inherent in the present structure of the
industry. The foreign correspondents of the several record carriers
are for the most part government-controlled monopolies, having a
superior negotiating position and opportunities to "play off" one United
States carrier against another. Although on major matters, such as
division of tolls, the FCC has been able to control this situation, it has
other facets which give rise to problems from time to time. For
example, the record carriers may be compelled to furnish a greater
portion of the interface equipment than do their foreign correspondents
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for interconnecting their respective systems when they have different

technical characteristics. On the other hand, foreign correspondents
may be inconvenienced by having to operate with two or more United

States carriers for the handling of either similar or diverse types
of traffic.

Various agencies of government have also been concerned regarding

the impact of the present structure upon them as users of overseas

telecommunications facilities in support of their national security and

foreign relations responsibilities. This problem relates both to the

speed with which necessary facilities are installed and to the security

and reliability of communications, which under present operating

conditions are often routed through areas that are vulnerable in

emergencies. Under the present structure of the industry, where

responsibility for maintenance of service, such as restoration of inter-

rupted circuits, is divided among several companies, government users

have reported problems in securing prompt and efficient service.

The Committee recognizes that some of the problems discussed

above could be alleviated through coordinated industry planning,

with participation to the extent necessary by the Government. Other

problems do not lend themselves to such a solution, particularly those

relating to the most efficient and effective use of the new high-cost

plant represented by cables and communications satellites.
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VI. PERFORMANCE UNDER ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURES

In view of the foregoing, the Committee requested SRI to examine
the potential performance of the industry under the following four
general alternative structures:

1. The present structure;

2. Merger of all overseas record carriers, with the new
or surviving entity providing the services presently
offered by the individual overseas record carriers;

3. Record carrier merger, as above, with the addition
of The Western Union Telegraph Company (WUTC); and

4. Merger of the overseas record carriers and AT&T
overseas operations, with or without COMSAT as a
part of the merger, with the new or surviving entity
offering record services, as in 2. above, to the public
in gateway cities, and providing transoceanic trans- '
mission for all services.

In assessing these alternatives, SRI assumed that COMSAT would
be a carriers' carrier and operate United States earth terminals at
Andover, Maine; Brewster Flat, Washington; Paurnalu, Oahu, Hawaii;
and two sites not yet authorized; that all rates to the public for
overseas services would: (a) remain at present levels; (b) be reduced
25 percent by 1968; and (c) thereafter be further reduced 33-1/3
percent by 1972 (so that rates would be 50 percent of present rates);
and that cable and satellite facilities would be equally used for over-
seas transmission by 1975. SRI also modified the fourth assumption
to consider the combined international carner as being a carriers'
carrier, with service to the public being plovided by WUTC, AT&T,
and the independent telephone companies. Further assumptions
were made for each particular alternative.

Under the present structure, it appears to SRI that continued viability
of the record carriers requires that AT&T continue to be denied the
opportunity to compete in overseas voice/data services. (This is
also true for the second and third alternatives.) As previously noted,
even the substantial reductions assumed for overseas message
telephone rates might not require rate reductions by the record
carriers to keep them profitable, although there would undoubtedly
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be some shift of revenues to telephone services in the event that
record carrier rates were not reduced in step with reductions in

telephone rates. Some reductions in record rates might be possible

under the present structure, but these reductions would be sub-

stantially smaller than those possible for telephone services.

Substantial rate reductions for the record carriers, according to

SRI's analysis, are dependent on reductions in duplications realizable
through merger. If a record carrier merger were assumed to have

occurred in 1965, such savings are calculated to make possible a

25 percent rate reduction in 1968, with subsequent reductions to make

a total of perhaps 30 to 35 percent by 1975.

Record carrier merger with WUTC would effect further economies,

primarily in gateway facilities and, therefore, eventually permit

soi-newhat greater rate reductions than would be possible through

either of the two preceding alternatives. Assuming a merger with

1AUTC in 1969, SRI estimates that rate reductions .of some 35 to 40

percent could take place by 1975.

Bargaining positions vis-a-vis foreign administrations, research

and development, and operating efficiency should be improved by a

record carrier merger, and further improved by the addition of the

domestic record carrier.

On the other hand, record carrier merger would eliminate the existing

competition among the record carriers, although it could improve the

competitive position of the merged record carrier vis-a-vis the voice

carriers. Such competitive position might be further strengthened

by the addition of WUTC to the merger.

The last alternative considered by SRI involves a merger into one

company of all overseas transmission facilities -- cables, satellite,

radio -- now owned by the record carriers, voice carriers, and

COMSAT. Such organization could either deal with the public,

or be a carriers' carrier. In the latter instance, the domestic voice

and record carriers would deal with the public in offering overseas

services via the transmission facilities of the merged carrier. SRI

assumed the latter alternative.

This restructuring would offer most of the economies provided by

the other alternatives, would probably offer the strongest R&D

support, and would provide the strongest position for negotiation

with foreign administrations.
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On the other hand, such competition as now exists in the overseas
industry would disappear. However, if the merged company were
confined to being a carriers' carrier, domestic record and voice
carriers would compete with each other through their respective
offerings of record and voice services, and possibly in offering
voice/record services.

Any combination of the international transmission facilities would
permit improvement in the utilization of high frequencies required
to maintain service over light traffic routes and to remote areas
not served by high-capacity cables or satellites, the degree of
savings depending on the particular facilities which are combined.
The United States has been long subject to criticism abroad for use
of excessive numbers of high frequencies resulting from the need of
each of the several competing carriers to have its own complete
complement of frequencies.

The effect on the size of the labor force under each of the structures
will vary. There would be some work-force reduction with record
carrier merger, and there might be further reductions by merger of
the record carriers with WUTC or the merger of all international
facilities. On the other hand, each of the possible combinations of
carriers could provide more flexibility in the use of available man-
power resources with better opportunities for retraining and access
to new jobs. Furthermore, to the extent that any merger reduces
costs and results in lower rates, there would be a stimulation of
demand for services which could provide increased employment
opportunities. In any event, any merger legislation must make
appropriate provision for the protection of the present labor force.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

The Committee agrees that all necessary steps should be taken to
ensure that the overseas telecommunications system of the United
States is so structured as to facilitate its functioning most efficiently
and economically in meeting the requirements of private and govern-
ment users, and in furthering our domestic and international goals.

The Committee believes that foreseeable future trends will raise and
intensify problems in the industry under its existing structure, and
may prevent full realization of efficiencies and economies inherent in
modern technology. Potential benefits from one or another of the
alternative forms of merger explored in this study include the following:

a. Reducing costs through elimination of duplicate plant and
equipment, thereby making possible rate reductions to an
extent not otherwise attainable;

b. Enhancing responsiveness to defense, diplomatic,
commercial, and social needs for services;

c. Enabling the industry to develop more orderly planning
and rationalization of operating techniques;

d. Improving the industry's ability to negotiate with foreign
administrations and carriers;

e. Simplifying the formulation of telecommunications policies;

f. Enabling research and development efforts to be better co-
ordinated and more efficiently administered; and

g. Improving the speed and quality of service.

Any form of merger would involve reduction of existing competition,
particularly among the record carriers. Such competition has in the

past provided benefits. However, this has been significant in limited

areas of the industry, and there is question about its continued efficacy

in view of industry trends in technology and services offered. There

are also indications that one or another of the merger alternatives,
while diminishing competition between record carriers, could result

in more vigorous competition between record services and voice
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services and may make possible direct competition in the provision
of combined voice/record services between AT&T and a strengthened
record carrier.

In view of the foregoing, the Committee concluded that the dynamic
nature of this vital industry requires that the regulatory agency be
given authority to take promptly such action as may be necessary to
serve the national interest, meet the needs of the public and the
Government for efficient and economical telecommunications service,
and preserve the health of the industry. No consensus was reached on
the most desirable structure for the industry, which may depend upon
future developments and upon the initiative of the firms involved. But
the Committee believes that the FCC, which has the power to change
the industry's competitive conditions drastically by authorizing new
services and approving or prescribing rates, should also have the
power to authorize necessary changes in the industry structure. At
present, major industry restructuring is prohibited by the antitrust
laws and certain sections of the Communications Act. Therefore, the
Committee recommends that the Congress now act to remove such bars
and enact appropriate permissive merger legislation. The proposed
bill, a draft of which will be submitted shortly, would authorize the
FCC to approve a plan submitted by the carriers for merger of any
two or more record carriers, or their facilities, with or without
COMSAT and with or without the overseas facilities of AT&T, on a
finding that the public interest would be served thereby, and would
embody the following general principles:

a. That in making its public interest findings, the FCC shall
give due consideration to all relevant factors relating to
national policy, national security, and the effect on competition;

b. That the FCC afford appropriate opportunity for full
hearing and for the submission of views by interested
persons, including government departments and agencies;

c. That there be appropriate protection of labor;

d. That the FCC have authority to condition its approval of
any proposed merger as required by the public interest,
including the addition of one or more carriers or their
facilities in such proposed merger;

e. That any merged carrier resulting from any such plan be
subject to a requirement, similar to that contained in the
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Communications Satellite Act, that it maintain effective

competition in its procurement of apparatus, equipment,

and services;

f. That the capitalization and financing of the merged company

be subject to FCC approval; and

g • That no domestic voice communications carrier shall con-

trol directly or indirectly any resulting merged carrier

and that Section 212 of the Communications Act shall apply

to any merger taking place.

The FCC now may authorize, upon a public interest finding, mergers

of telephone companies under Section 221, and of domestic telegraph

carriers under Section 222, of the Communications Act, and upon

such authorization these mergers are granted immunity from the

antitrust laws. Othu.2:2Lulator.raLea_.ci.es have similar authority with

respect to industries under their jurisdiction. T-fie-Te—a-TOnTWTI"

underlie such provisions apply with equal force to this industry.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OF F ICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

May 10, 1967

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. DeVier Pierson
The White House

Attached is a proposed White House Statement on the draft "merger"
legislation dealing with international communications.

The concept of merging all international communications operations
was first formallr propOsed by the Executive Branch to the Congress in
the Spring of 1945 by Mr. Forrestal, then Secretary of the Navy and
Dr. Adolph Berle, then Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs.
Such an organization was recommended on the basis that a single strong
international telecommunications carrier could better represent the
national interest in international telecommunications affairs and provide
much greater support for the growing needs of diplomatic and national
defense operations overseas. This proposal failed for lack of agree-
ment at the last minute in the Executive Branch.

The matter was considered again by a Board established by Mr. Truman
in 1950, by a study initiated by Mr. Eisenhower in 1954, and then presented
to the Congress in 1959, but again without complete agreement within the
Executive Branch. •

Recognizing the great•growth in technical and operational problems in
this field brought about by advancing technology, such as new cables and
satellites, in January 1964, Mr. E. W. Henry, then Chairman of the FCC
and Dr. Jerome Weisner, then Acting Special Assistant to the President
for Telecommunications invited responsible departments and agencies to
join in a study of the matter.

This study led to the Intragovernmental Committee Report on International
Telecommunications published in April 1966. Through this report the
responsible departments and agencies joined in a recommendation that
legislation amending the Communications Act of 1934 be proposed to
permit merger of our international telecommunications carriers or
facilities.
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The present Administration can take great credit for developing an agreed
upon position which can permit reorganization ,of our international tele-
communications operations to deal effectively with the problems of the
1960's and 70'S.

Such action has been strongly supported by General David Sarnoff of RCA
and by Robert Sarnoff, presentlY President of RCA. It has been endorsed
by Harold Geneen, President of ITT and by other members of the industry.

Joseph Beirne, the President of by far the largest union in the industry
(the Communications Workers of America with membership over 420,000),
has indicated strong support. The only opposition has come from
Joseph Selly, President of the smallest union in the communications field
(presently believed to have about 3,000 members). Selly fears that
improved efficiency in the international communications industry will
result in some loss of jobs.

It is public knowledge that the Study has been underway for more than three
years and that draft legislation was promised to the Congress when the
Study was released a year ago. It is believed that it will be embarrassing
and difficult to explain further delays in submitting the legislation while,
on the other hand, the Administration can take credit for a statesmanlike,
forward-looking move to permit our international telecommunications
industry to reorganize to better serve the public and support United States
responsibilities overseas,

Attachment

litAdOLLO
D. O'Connell
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

Message on International Communications

TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:

Our Nation's involvement in world affairs has led to great .expansion

in commercial and social relations with other nations and in our diplomatic

responsibilities and military commitments throughout the world.

Prompt, efficient, reliable and low cost telecommunications services

and facilities are indispensable to our interests in all these fields.

Developments in international telecommunications have been taking

place at an accelerated rate while, at the same time, our worldwide

interests have placed greater and greater burdens on these systems.

The past decade has seen a radical change in the nature of competition

among international communications carriers through the introduction. of

high capacity undersea cables and with the prospect of extensive use of

satellites.

In the past few years this rapiffly changing situation has led to

expressions of concern .by business leaders that the present structure of

commercial overseas telecommunications is unsound and not geared to

new technology or the requirements of the future.
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The present organizational structure of international communications

is based on concepts dating from the introduction of telegraph cables in the

1860's and 70's and of radio in the 1920's.

Attempts were made to deal with this problem in 1945, in 1954 and

in 1959. All these previous attempts failed for lack of internal agreement

within the Executive Branch.

This Administration has developed complete agreement within the

Executive Branch on recommendations to permit reorganization of overseas

telecommunications services to cope with the world environment of the

1960's, 70's and 80's.

The proposed legislation is permissive, but would authorize the

companies involved in U.S. overseas telecommunications to work out

an arrangement which could lead to a single internation4] carrier

representing the United States in all international communications operations.

Such an organization could immeasurably improve the efficiency and

convenience of arrangements between the Government departments and

telecommunications corporations of foreign countries and the U.S.

international carrier.

It could greatly stengthen the capability of the United States through

such a carrier' to encourage, assist and promote needed improvements in

telecommunications in the developing Countries of the world.
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With efficient regulation by the FCC it can reduce costs and improve

services.

As recently as last week, leaders of the industry supported

reorganization of the U.S. international. communications structure.

I am transmitting this proposed legislation for consideration of the

Congress in order to permit needed modernization of the structure of

international telecommunications; to strengthen the role of private enter-

prise in international communications and, at the same time, to enhance the

ability to serve the growing needs of the public and of international diplomatic

and national security operations.
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INTRA-GOVERNMENTAL COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Nz4.1atxtitxxxs.w 
CO-CHAIRMEN

Ros el H. Hyde I
Chairman, Federal Communications Comnussion

JAMES D. O'CONNELL
Director of Telecommunications Management and if
Special Assistant to tin President for Telecommunications 

r 1

MEMBERS

ANTHONY M. SOLOMON 
IAssistant Secretary of State

1

SOLIS HORWITZ
Assistant Secretary of Defense

DONALD F. TURNER 
Assistant Attorney General December 2, 1966

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

Subject: Proposed Legislative Program

In compliance with BOB Circular No. A-19, proposed legislation to
amend the Communications Act of 1934 is herewith submitted to the
Bureau for action.

This proposal is considered to be of sufficient importance to be
included in the President's legislative program and given specific
endorsement by him in the State of the Union Message.

The Report of the Intragovernmental Committee on International
Telecommunications, also enclosed, reviews the rapid growth in
volume and importance of international telecommunications in
support of all aspects of our national life. -It also summarizes the
increasing pressures for change due to advancing technology, the
expanding demand for new services, and the resulting problems of
the international telecommunications carriers, and points up the
need to modernize Government policy towards the industry.

This legislation and the supporting Report have the concurrence of
departments and agencies shown as participating in the study. In
addition the Department of Labor was brought into the Intragovern-
mental Committee to participate in the drafting of the sections of
the proposed legislation dealing with labor.
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The requisite copies of the proppsed legislation, of the Committee

Report, and a proposed letter of transmittal submitting the legis-

lation to the Congress are enclosed.

Rosl. H. Hyde, Chairman j. D. O'Connell

Federal Communications D rector of Telecommunications

Commission anagement

Enclosures



DRAFT

Honorable Hubert H. Humphrey
President of the Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. President:

There is submitted herewith as part of the President's legislative

program a proposal to amend the Communications Act of 1934 to modern-

ize its application to international telecommunications. It has the full

support of the Departments of State, Defense, Justice and Labor and

of the Federal Communications Commission and the Director of Tele-

communications Management.

This proposed legislation was drafted by the Intragovernmental

Committee on International Telecommunications, representing the above

departments and agencies, which completed a Report and Recommenda-

tions that were submitted to the Senate and House Commerce Committees

for information on June 15, 1966. This proposed legislation implements

the recommendations of that Report. Copies of the legislation and the

Report are officially transmitted herewith.

Sincerely,

Enclosures

Charles L. Schultze

DRAFT



November 28, 1966

A BILL

To amend the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, to permit

consolidations or mergers of the communications carriers

or facilities primarily engaged in providing international

communications, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represen-

tatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

That the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, is amended

by adding at the end of title II the following new section:



SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS

(a). As used in this section--

(1) The term "consolidation or merger" includes the

legal consolidation or merger of two or more corporations, and the

acquisition by a corporation through purchase, lease, or in any other

manner, of the whole or any part of the property, securities, facilities,

services, or business of any other corporation or corporations, or of

the control thereof, in exchange for its own securities, or otherwise,

and the term "consolidated or merged carrier" shall mean any carrier

resulting from consolidation or merger authorized under subsection (b)

hereof.

(2) The term "international communications" includes

voice, record, voice/record, or other telecommunications transmitted

overseas by submarine cable, communications satellite, high frequency

or other radio means between United States points (excluding Alaska)

or between the United States and foreign points.

(3) The term "international telegraph carrier" means any

common carrier, the major portion of whose traffic and revenues is

derived from international record and voice/record communications.

(4) The term "international telephone carrier" means

any common carrier, the major portion of whose traffic and revenues

is derived from international voice communications.
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(5) The term "domestic telephone carrier" means any

common carrier the major portion of whose traffic and revenues is derived

from voice or voice/record communications transmitted by wire, cable,

communications satellite, or other radio means either (a) between points

on the North American Continent (other than Central America), at least

one of which is in the United States, or (b) wholly between points in one

State, Territory, or Commonwealth of the United States.

(6) The term "domestic telegraph carrier" means the

domestic record carrier which resulted from the consolidation or

merger permitted under Section 222 of this Act.

(7) The Communications Satellite Corporation means

the Corporation established pursuant to the Communications Satellite

Act of 1962.

(8) The term "securities" includes any security as defined

in the Securities Act of 1933.

(9) The term "employee" or "employees" includes any

person in the service of a carrier who receives a regular and stated

compensation other than a commission or retainer, and the term (i) shall

include any individual who is absent from active service because of

furlough, leave of absence, layoff, sickness, or accident, except that

there shall be no obligation upon the consolidated or merged carrier to

reemploy any employee who is absent because of furlough, except in

accordance with the terms of his furlough (which terms shall not be

related to such consolidation or merger); and (ii) to the extent not
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inconsistent with the rights and remedies under the Labor Management

Relations Act of 1947, as amended, shall include any individual whose

work has ceased either as a consequence of or in connection with any

current labor dispute, and who has not obtained any other regular and

substantially equivalent employment; and (iii) shall not include any

employee of any carrier which is a party to a consolidation or merger

pursuant to this section to the extent that he is employed in any business

which such carrier continues to operate independently of the consolidation

1'
or merger.

(b) It shall be lawful, upon application to and approval by the

Commission, for any two or more international telegraph carriers to

effect a consolidation or merger, and as part of any such consolidation

or merger, or thereafter upon application to and approval by the Com-

mission, for the consolidated or merged carrier (i) to effect a consoli-

dation or merger with any other international telegraph carrier or

carriers; and/or (ii) to effect a consolidation or merger with the

domestic telegraph carrier; and/or (iii) to effect a consolidation or

merger with an international telephone carrier; and/or (iv) to acquire

from any domestic or international telephone carrier such of its facil-

ities as are used primarily in providing international communications;

and/or (v) subject to the provisions of subsection (d) to effect a consoli-

dation or merger with the Communications Satellite Corporation;

provided that no consolidation or merger shall be authorized if it will
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result directly or indirectly in the control of the consolidated or

merged carrier by any domestic telephone carrier or group of such

carriers.

(c) (1) Whenever any consolidation or merger is proposed

under subsection (b) of this section, the carrier or carriers seeking

authority therefor shall submit an application in writing to the Com-

mission, and thereupon the Commission shall order a public hearing

to be held with respect to such application and shall give reasonable

notice thereof in writing and an opportunity to be heard to the Secretary

of State, the Secretary of Defense, the Attorney General of the United

States, the Secretary of Labor, the Director of Telecommunications

Management, representatives of employees in the United States of the

carrier or carriers which are party to the proposed consolidation or

merger where represented by bargaining representatives known to the

Commission, all other international carriers, representatives of

employees of such carriers in the United States known to the Commission,

and such other persons as the Commission may deem advisable. If,

after such public hearing, the Commission finds that the proposed

consolidation or merger, or an amended proposal for consolidation

or merger, subject to such terms or conditions as the Commission

may require, (1) is authorized by subsection (b) of this section, (ii) con-

forms to all other applicable provisions of this section, and (iii) is in

the public interest, the Commission shall enter an order approving
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and authorizing such consolidation or merger, and thereupon any law

or laws making consolidations or mergers unlawful shall not apply to

said consolidation or merger.

(2) In finding whether any proposed consolidation or

merger is in the public interest, the Commission shall give due consid-

eration, among other factors, to (i) the purposes of both this Act and

the Communications Satellite Act of 1962; (ii) the interests of the carrier

employees affected; (iii) the financial soundness of the carrier resulting

therefrom; (iv) any savings in costs that may result and the extent to

which these will inure to the benefit of the public; (v) the effect upon

the public interest if there is a failure to include any other carriers or

carrier facilities that are eligible for inclusion; and (vi) the effect on

competition in the furnishing of telecommunications common carrier

services.

(3) The Commission may attach appropriate conditions

to its approval of any proposed consolidation or merger and may require

the inclusion, upon equitable terms of another carrier or carriers, or

facilities of another carrier or carriers eligible for inclusion under

this section, either upon petition by any such carrier requesting such

inclusion, or upon the Commission's own initiative, and upon a finding

that such inclusion will be in the public interest.

(d) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to be amendatory

of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, or to authorize the Commis-

sion to issue an order under subsection (c) approving and authorizing a
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consolidation or merger that includes the Communications Satellite

Corporation until the authorizing legislation referred to in this sub-

section is enacted. If the Commission shall determine that the

effectuation of a proposed consolidation or merger including that

Corporation is desirable, it shall so report to Congress and submit

its recommendations for authorizing legislation. Such report and

recommendations shall also be submitted to the President who shall

inform the Congress of his views. Pending action by Congress, the

Commission may approve and authorize the proposed consolidation

or merger insofar as it does not include the Corporation.

(e) In authorizing any consolidation or merger pursuant to

this section, the Commission shall insure effective competition,

including the use of competitive bidding where appropriate, in the

procurement by the consolidated or merged carrier of apparatus,

equipment and services required by such carrier to provide communi-

cations common carrier services; and the Commission shall consult

with the Small Business Administration and solicit its recommendations

on measures and procedures which will insure that small business

concerns are given an equitable opportunity to share in the procure-

ment program of such carrier for property and services, including

but not limited to research, development, construction, maintenance

and repair.

(f) Whenever any consolidation or merger is authorized pursuant

to this section, the consolidated or merged carrier may not issue any
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shares of capital stock, borrow any moneys, or assume any obligation

in respect of the securities of any•other person except pursuant to an

authorization of the Commission, upon a finding that such issuance,

borrowing, or assumption is compatible with the public interest,

convenience, and necessity and is necessary or appropriate for or

consistent with carrying out the purpose and objectives of this section

by such carrier-.

(g) No consolidation or merger proposed pursuant to this

section shall be approved by the Commission if, as a result of sfuch

consolidation or merger, more than one-fifth of the capital stock of

the resulting consolidated or merged carrier will be owned or con-

trolled, or voted, directly or indirectly, (i) by any alien or the repre-

sentative of any alin, (ii) by any foreign government or the represent-

ative thereof, (iii) by any corporation organized under the laws nf any

foreign government, or (iv) by any corporation of which any officer oi

director is an alien,, or of which more than one-fifth of the capital

stock is owned or controlled, or voted, directly or indirectly, by

any alien or the representative of any alien, by any foreign government

or the representative thereof, or by any corporation organized under

the laws of a foreign government.

(h) As a co-tdition of its approval of any consolidation or

merger pursuant to this section, the Commission shall require fair.

and equitable arrangements, arrived at after full consultation with

the Secretary of Labor and with due consideration of all the data
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before the Commission including the recommendations of the Secretary

of Labor, to protect the interests of the employees affected by such

consolidation or merger. Such protective arrangements shall include,

without being limited to, such provisions as may be necessary for

(i) the preservation of rights, privileges, and benefits (including

continuation of pension rights and benefits) under existing collective

bargaining agreements or otherwise; (ii) the continuation of collective

bargaining rights; (iii) the protection of individual employees against

a worsening of their positions with respect to their employment;

(iv) assurances of employment to employees of any acquired carrier •

or facilities of such carriers and priority of reemployment of employees

terminated or laid off; and (v) paid training or retraining programs.

Such arrangements shall include provisions protecting individual

employees against a worsening of their positions with respect to their

employment which shall in no event provide benefits less than those

established pursua-q to section 5(2)(f) of the Act of February 4, 1887

(24 Stat. 379), as amended. The order approving any such consolidation

or merger shall specify the terms and conditions of the protective

arrangements.

(i) The Commission shall have authority, where the public

interest would be scrved thereby, to require interconnection between

a consolidated or merged carrier and any other international or domestic

communications carrier, upon such terms as it finds reasonable and

equitable.
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(j) The provision of services or facilities by a consolidated

or merged carrier to one or more other communications common

carriers shall be deemed to be a common carrier activity fully subject

to this Act.

(k) A consolidated or merged carrier shall make no substantial

additions to its facilities for handling traffic which originates in,

terminates in, or transits the United States or any territory or common-

wealth of the United States by lease, purchase, construction, or other-

wise until application therefor has been made to and approved by the

Commission upon a finding that such additions would serve the public

interest, convenience and necessity.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEiARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum LKestenbaum/bff

TO Ralph L. Clark DATE: December 12, 1966
Office of the Director of
Telecommunications Management

FROM : LionbKestenbaum File: 60-1-190

SUBJECT: Proposed Legislation to Implement
Report of Intragovernmental Committee
on International Telecommunications 

As I mentioned over the telephone, Assistant Attorney General
Turner was concerned principally about one provision in the draft
bill. Subsection (b) precludes control of a consolidated or merged
carrier by any domestic telephone company. Mr. Turner believed
that it should also make clear that if we have an international
chosen instrument, it should not be controlled by any domestic
carrier and that, further, that no domestic carrier should retain
an interest in it after a reasonable period of time. To the extent
Comsat becomes part of such a "transmission company", this would
be a matter to be considered in the course of the required further
legislation. But a chosen instrument, short of Comsat, could 'Int be
attained under the present bill by Commission action.

Attached is a proposed second proviso for subsection (b) which
would deal with this problem, and which Mr. Turner has approved.
I am transmitting a copy to Mr. Strassburg.

Attachment



And provided further, that if a consolidation or merger

authorized under this subsection results in a carrier including

substantially all international communications carriers and

facilities (except for those requiring action under "d"), the

resulting consolidated or merged carrier shall not be controlled

by any domestic -carrier or group of carriers, nor, after a period

to be fixed by the Commission, not exceeding five years following

consummation of the consolidation or merger, shall any stock or e

other legal or equitable interest in the consolidated or merged

carrier be owned by any domestic carrier or group of carriers.
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Leland L. Johnson
January 31, 1969

L. 3
, 1 nrnr-1411 4L1S1.1  iCy A COMUNICATIONS POLICY RESEARCH INSTITUTE:

aor,A.a.r ‘,n I 11 Or rlisr--SOME DIPLICATIONS OF  THE WORK OF  THE PREsnma t s
• TASK FORCE ON CMV..UNICATIONS POLICY

The Final Report of the Task Force, representing a consensus of

14 Executive Branch agencies, was completed after 15 months of work

and sent to the White House in early December. As widely reported in

the press, the Report dealt with a broad range of topics iacluding

(a) prospective domestic uses of satellites, including extensive examina•

lion of their prospects in satisfying domestic needs, and recomendations

about how satellite ownership and control should be structured to ex-

ploit these opportunities; (b) the future of television, emphasizing

the role of continued growth of cable television and the problems it

poses for public policy; (c) use and management of the radio spectrum,

including a detailed critique of the present system of control, and

recommendations about how spectrum scarcity can be alleviated to accom-

modate a vast expansion in the future flow of teleconununications; (d)

restructuring of the U.S. international telecommunications industry --

including the international operations of AT&T, Comsat, and the tele-

graph or "record" carriers -- in a way that more nearly conforms to

satisfying national goals; (e) the domestic telephone and telegraph

industry, with respect to how the industry should be regulated --

especially in terms of expanding the role of competitive pressures --

and facilitating the economic use of domestic telecommunications for a

wide range of needs including those of the burgeoning computer industry;

(f) the future of the satellite global consortium -- Intelsat --

identifying the problems and opportunities that may arise as satellite

technology continues to advance, and the kinds of arrangements that

should be adopted to facilitate evolution of a well-conceived, global

system of satellite communication, and (g) the use of satellites by

less-developed countries, analyzing problems and prospects for telephone,

television (especially educational television), and other services in

promoting economic and social progress; (h) the future role of the

federal government, including internal reorganization and redefinition

of responsibility and authority to regulate and promote mo.re ef fectively

the use of telecommunications.
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Consisting of nine chapters of about 450 double-spaced typed pages,

the Report was accompanied by staff papers comprising 1500 pages of

additional detailed documentation and supporting analysis. The papers

were accompanied, in turn, by voluminous appendix materials including

special reports prepared by particular government agencies, individually-

authored studies, and reports of outside research contractors.

The core of the Task Force's work was undertaken by a full-time

central staff of one-half dozen individuals housed in the Department

of State. The staff tapped numerous consultants from the academic

community, especially during the summer, and it got considerable help

and advice from the participating agencies. In addition, eight studies

by outside research organizations were commissioned on a number of

separate specific topics from which the staff drew in completing its

own analysis.

Throughout the life of the Task Force, much speculation and rumor

was reported in the press about the scope of the prospective final pro-

duct and about the nature of specific recommendations that might ()J.

might not emerge. Questions also frequently arose about the extent to

which future research programs in this field would be affected -- either

by the Task Force's sufficiently settling some of the outstanding issues

so that additional research in these particular areas would likely have -

little pay-off, or by illuminating the importance of old problems and

identifying new ones. Since the Report has not yet been approved by

the White House for public release, I am not free to discuss details of

the final recommendations or the underlying analysis. But I shall treat

briefly some of the mi-,jor problem areas that were uncovered but not

adequately treated by the Task Force, given the great pressure of time,

and to make a few comments about the appropriate structure and financing

of a Research Institute, based on my personal experience as Research

Director of the Task Force. In so doing I emphasize that the following

is not intended as an exhaustive renumeration of all attractive possi-

bilities for future work, but rather a selected few which might serve

as the core of a well-conceived program.
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SOME MAJOR PROBLEM AREAS

The Future of Domestic Television

In view of new opportunities and new challenges the field of

television remains one of the most important for future research.

And within this field, cable television (CATV) remains of cen
tral

concern because it offers the possibility of bringing into loca
l

markets a vastly increased number of channels to serve a great 
variety

of purposes and, at the same time, it poses serious quest
ions of pub-

lic policy. Even with the full use of VHF and UHF allocations many

markets will be limited to four or five over-the-air channels. 
In

contrast, cable systems typically carry 12 channels and capacit
y could

be increased to 20 or more at low additional cost. The Task Force

explored in considerable detail the potential benefits of such 
a large

multichannel capability. It concluded that cable television is indeed

promising in bringing to the home, school and office a far greater

variety of educational, cultural and recreational programs th
an could

be made available through conventional broadcast. Consequently, the

Task Force made a number of recommendations with respect to 
conditions

under which cable systems should be permitted to import d
istant signals

for local distribution and to originate their own programs,
 in order to

permit further rapid growth in accordance with the willingn
ess of

viewers to pay for this service.

While the future of cable television is bright, it does rai
se a

number of serious issues. Among them is the impact on both commercial

and non-commercial over-the-air broadcasting stations. The Task Force

recognized that the growth of cable television might jeop
ardize the

positions of some of the existing broadcasting stations, an
d it

concluded that public policy should be designed to maintain 
at lest a

specified minimum Level of over-the-air broadcasting to serve 
sparsely

populated areas too costly to cover by cable atLI to serve t
hose who

could not or would not afford the additional expense of caLle 
service.

One area that the Task Force did not have time to explore in sa
tis-

factory quantitative terms is the probable effect of cable growth o
n
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over-the-air broadcasting during the next decade or so as cable

penetration rises to include perhaps 50 percent, 75 percent, or even

90 percent of the total households: The Task Force assumed that ex-

isting VHF stations affiliated with commercial networks would probably

not be seriously harmed, but that existing and prospective non-affiliated

stations, particularly UHF, might be. This is a particularly serious

problem for educational television stations, many of which are both

on UHF and suffer from weak and uncertain financing. For example,

complaints have been voiced that viewers seem less willing to make

financial contributions to support their local educational television

stations when they receive the signals over the cable than they pre-

viously were when they had received them over the air -- that somehow

the use of cable with its many channels tends to weaken the local

identity of the educational station (as well, perhaps, as to fragment

its audience).

At the same time, cable may offer new opportunities for educational

television stations using their studios, video tape machines, and other

equipment in new ways that will contribute financial support. With large

channel capacity new possibilities arise for local originations cater-

ing to small groups that today would be quite out of the question. For

example, during the day many channels could be used for classroom in-

structional television permitting teachers to select from a wide variety

to meet their own needs and the same channels subsequently employed

during the evening for network and non-network entertainment and home

educational programming. Use of cable for instructional purposes, when

combined with a range of other services, would supply schools with

television service at much lower cost than would be possible today.

Drawing in part from the enormous accumulation of videotape and

filmed educational programming (such as documentaries, lecture series,

science demonstrations) that already exists, educational television

stations may find a rapidly growing market ia supplying classroom needs

(probably under contract with local school districts) as a consequence

of the introduction and expansion of cable systems.

Moreover, with expanded regional and national interconnection that

may be possible within the next few years, especially with the use of
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communications satellites, educational television stations will have

much greater access to outside programming sources than is the case

today. In fact, the growth of cable combined with low cost intercon-

necting facilities may stimulate the growth of new occasional and full-

time commercial and non-commercial networks. All in all, then, despite

the fact that educational television stations may eventually reach most

of their viewers through cable rather than over the air, their financial

positions may well be stronger than is now the case, while the number

of viable educational television stations may also be far greater.

Of course, much of this remains conjecture. A good deal of addi-

tional research is needed to determine more precisely the cost relations

and other factors sketched out above. Especially it is important to

draw out the implications for both federal and local regulatory policy

with respect to the conditions under which educational and instructional

originators should have access to cable systems (including the structure

of rates charged for cable use).

Other generalissues relating to cable that need to be addressed

include (a) the conditions under which one or more channels on cable

systems should be operated in accordance with common carrier regulation;

(b) the extent to which current broadcasting requirements imposed by

the FCC, such as equal time provisions, could be relaxed or eliminated

as a consequence of the easier access of political candidates to the

television medium via cable; (c) problems posed for cable growth as a

consequence of the large payments that in many cases franchise holders

must pay to the city; and (d) the prospects of cable providing a host

of other services besides television and the implications for public

regulation; and (o) alternative institutional arrangements to ensure a

minimum level of over-the-air broadcasting, as recommended by the Task

Force, in the face of continued cable growth.

Another major area involves the prospects and policy issues associa-

ted with "pay" or 'subscription" television, defined here as a system in

which the viewer pays on a per program basis for materials he wishes to

see, as distinguished both from today's "free" television received over

the air, and from the flat fees paid by viewers for cable service. Of
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course, the subject of pay television has been the source of heated

controversy for many years. On one side, some assert that revenues

from viewers would greatly add to the total resources for expanding pro-

gramming to "minority" audiences unattractive to commercial sponsors.

On the other, fears have been widely expressed that pay television,

rather than promoting additional variety in programming, would result

mostly in viewers being forced to pay directly for what they now re-

ceive free -- that programming otherwise provided free to the viewer

would be "siphoned" into the pay television service.

However one may feel about this controversy, it is clear that

issues relating to pay television will remain among the most immediate

and important. After much delay, the FCC has recently promulgated a

path-breaking "Fourth Report and Order" that sets forth a number of

rules to facilitate the growth of pay television within a set of con-

straints to protect the free service from undue erosion. In response,

at least one firm has already, announced its preliminary plans for a

nationwide system.

The Institute should focus careiully on the prospects and problems

of pay television -- all the more so since the Task Force hardly men-

tioned the subject. Among the leading policy issues are: Aside from

the recent FCC rules about use of over-the-air broadcasting stations for

pay television, under what conditions should pay television entrepre-

neurs be permitted access to one or a few channels on existing or future

cable systems? Are the recently promulgated FCC rules adequate to cope

with the siphoning problem, especially with the use of cable? What

other safeguards are needed to prevent siphoning (if siphoning is deemed

undesirable)? To what extent does pay television seem to be a useful

supplement that could ease the burden faced by the Public Broadcasting

Corporation? To what extent should the pay television industry be

regulated in terms of quality and range of service, freedom of competi-

tive entry, prices charged to viewers, and levels of profits?
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Copyright and Other Leal/Institutional Marketing Problems

The thrust of new technology offers greatly expanded opportunities

for communications flows. Such.developments as widespread national

and international data retrieval systems, facsimile distribution of

books, newspapers, and other documents, and expanded use of television

(along lines mentioned above) immediately come to mind. But it is

clear that to exploit these opportunities, serious attention must be

directed to the problems that may arise from institutional arrangements

within which programming is produced and marketed, especially those

relating to royalties and copyright arrangements and the role of

restrictive labor union practices. Aside from stating that over-the-

air broadcasting stations and cable systems should be put on a par

with respect to copyright liability, the_Task Force had little time

to say anything about this general subject. Bringing together the talents

of lawyers, economists and business operators, the Institute could

perform a valuable service in exploring these impediments, and setting

forth sensible guidelines for the future.

Domestic and International Common Carrier Services

In examining the domestic and international telephone and tele-

graph industry, the Task Force covered much ground with respect to how

they should be structured and regulated in the future to promote effi-

ciency, technological advance, and introduction of new services. Es-

pecially noteworthy was its concern with the relationship of telece=uni-

cations services to the burgeoning computer industry which led to a

number of recommendations that wculd promote economic use of expanded

computer services. On the basis of this work, this general area is

somewhat less pressing for future research than was the case a couple

years ago. But Several important subareas remain that merit detailed

treatment. One has to do with the structure And level of domestic arl,!

international rates users pay for service. There is reason to believe

that much more efficient use of existing and projected facilities,

especially international ones, could be achieved with rate structure,;

that differentiate more sharply between on-peak and off-peal: use.
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For example, transwission via satellite over the North Atlantic in the

dead of night, serving users who can tolerate overnight delay (such as

much of the data and television traffic) should be priced at substantially

lower levels than daytime peak-load traffic, to encourage use of facili-

ties that would otherwise remain idle. Good progress has been made in

recent years in developing such rate structures for domestIc service.

(For example, the nighttime transcontinental telephone rate of $.75

is less than one-half the daytime rate.) But on the international side,

there is much less flexibility in prices, partly as a consequence of the

added complications of international cooperation and weak regulatory

controls over international business. The Institute should undertake

studies on (a) the sensitivity of traffic flaws to changes in rates

and the expected impact on use of facilities, and (b) the aspects of

international cooperation and regulation that are impediments to moving

toward improved rate structures, together with feasible ways of coping

with these impediments.

Much more work is needed on the problems and prospects for particu-

lar new kinds of services. Although the Task Force made a broad survey

of current and prospective technology, much remains to be done. For

example, there is reason to believe that domestic and international

facsimile mail could become a very important and useful service over the.

next five to ten years if transmission costs could be reduced substan-

tially below present levels, and if new kinds of terminals can be

developed suitable for installation in post offices and in businesses.

Aside from its use for priority mail, the service might enable major

newspaper publishers 'o enter many new local markets, by transmitting

from their central plants (perhaps via satellite) to. facsimile repro-

ducing plants scattered throughout the country. Cities that -totlay must

depend for same-day news service on the local press may not be so depend-

ent in the future. For readers would have an expanded choice from

among a number of outside papers (perhaps with local advertising

inserted) distributed through the facsimile network.

Recent years have seen much talk, too, about benefits and prospects

of the "checkless society" in which business and personal financial



transactions could could take place with much greater ease and lower cost.

The feasibility of this service would hinge, in part, on the availability

of cheap and reliable telecommunidations links. lere again the Task

Force had insufficient Lime for serious exploration. The Institute

would want to consider the many problems of moving toward the checkless

society (including the problem of ensuring privacy) and to explore

possible solutions.

With respect to the future use of satellites, the Task Force was

primarily concerned with the conventional telephone, telegraph, and

television services. Increasing interest is being expressed, however,

in employing satellites for communication and navigation purposes in

aeronautical and maritime use. Aside from further investigation of the

technical possibilities and economic feasibility, it is important to

examine the kinds of international arrangements that would be most

suitable to provide ownership and control of such navigation and com-

munications services. Because of the highly specialized needs of

aeronautical and maritime users, and the fact that satellites designed

for these purposes may have quite different characteristics and require-

ments from those employed for telephone and television, provision of

these services may or may not fit well into the existing or contemplated

plans for the international global satellite consortium.

Concentration of Media Ownership and Control 

One of the questions that troubled the Task Force involved the

concentration of media ownership and control: the extent to which the

owner of one facility, say a television station, should be permitted to

awn simultaneously a newspaper, a radio station, or a television cable

system in the same market or in other markets. The Task Force did not

have time to delve deeply into this area, but it did recommend that this

be the subject of careful further scrutiny. Here the role of the Insti-

tute could be (a) to determine how detrimental are the present-day

effects of concentration among newspapers, magazines, radio, and tele-

vision; (b) to determine whether concentration is likely to become a

greater or lesser problem as a consequence of present-da, IFCC regulations

Ar6110.4.4-
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in the face of future technological, economic and social advance. For

example, development of a facsimile newspaper service into local markets

could make less serious an existing high concentration of ownership

and control within those markets. On the other hand the growth of

cable systems leading to the demise of local broadcasting stations

could exacerbate the problem of concentration, (c) in cases where con-

centration is or threatens to become a serious problem, to delineate

the kinds of rules and guidelines that should be adopted.

Use and Management of the Radio Spectrum

A major problem on the agenda of the Task Force dealt with the

growing seriousness of spectrum scarcity. Increasing concern has been

expressed that the U.S. is using spectrum resources' inefficiently,

that the shortage of spectrum space is inhibiting the growth of many

vital services including public safety mobile radio, and that basic

modifications are needed in the management of this vital and increas-

ingly scarce resource. After spending a good deal of time on these

questions, the Task Force offered a series of recommendations that, if

implemented, will go a long way toward ensuring more efficient use of

this resource to support a vast increase in communications capability.

These recommendations are sufficiently farreaching, in my judgment, to

render the spectrum problem of less relative importance than it was a

couple of years ago. At the same time, certain areas remain for further

investigation. In response to the continuing concerns of many that in

the more distant future the constraints imposed by spectrum scarcity

will be serious, the Institute should undertake continued study into the

tradeoffs between hardware design and spectrum use to show the prospects

and problems of extracting a progressively higher level of communications

capability for given spectrum allocations, and to focus on the kinds of

problems for spectrum use that could arise from continued technological

advance in particular directions: for example, the use of numerous direct-

broadcast satellites for domestic and international purposes, or the

spectrum demands of a vast increase in mobile radio use as a consequence

of drastic reductions in transmitter and receiver cost. In addition,

1 I I I KM M. I II TA
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the specific recommendations of the Task Force, as well as others, will

require additional research as they are being implemented. Working

in cooperation with government agencies, the Institute could play a key

role in the process of implementation.

Instructional Uses of Telecommunications Technology'

It is widely believed that applications of telecommunications

technology, such as television and computer links, offer great potentials

for instructional purposes, which to this point have hardly been tapped.

Although a considerable amount of work already exists in this field,

it tends to be fragmented and in many cases of dubious quality. As a

natural outgrowth of much of its other work, the Institute would surely

want to be concerned here. The Commission on Instructional Technology,

under contract to HEW, is now completing a survey which should be

available in mid-1969. After that report is available it will be much

easier to delineate more precisely the needs for future research.

The Use of Telecommunications Less-Developed Countries

With the help of two of the eight outside research contractors,

the Task Force explored at considerable length the potential of satellites

and other technologies for use by the less-developed countries. It

concluded that the potential was indeed great, not only for telephone

and telegraph service, but for the use of television in the classroom

and village. At this point much more detailed analysis is required to

provide a sounder basis for actually implementing the programs in par-

ticular countries. A number of countries have already expressed interest

in using the satellites and as their plans proceed tl'iey will need

assistance of the sort the Institute would be able to provide. For

example, NASA has already agreed to permit one of its experimental

satellites to be launched in the early. 1970s to be used by India for

television beamed directly to numerous scattered villages. Brazil is

also actively engaged in the study of satellites for domestic purposes.

Among the tasks the Institute could very usefully perform are (a) the

design of evaluation projects to test the effectiveness of television use

Saymr,yrn.• . «M. ' • • •
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in particular environments; (b) comparative technical and economic

analyses on a continuing basis of alternative ways of providing tele-

communications; (c) studies of financing both for hardware and for pro-

gramming; and (d) problems of international cooperation, both in cases

where cost savings can be afforded by international sharing of a satel-

lite, as well as the problem of interference of one country's satellite

system in use of spectrum space with that of another.

Training in ystems Analysis

One of the more disturbing aspects of the Task Force work was the

apparent lack of familiarity on the part of many decisionmakers in both

government and industry with the ordinary tools of systems analysis.

The use of an interest rate for discounting future cost flows, comparisons

of alternatives in terms of present values, and proper treatment of

non-quantifiable benefits were among the concepts not easily gotten

across. It is not surprising, therefore, that the Task Force empha-

sized the importance of a training program in the use of modern systems

analysis. Drawing on case materials from the communications field, the

Institute could play a key role in conducting a series of lectures and

seminars for groups of personnel drawn from both government and private

industry. This training function, relating methods of analysis to the

current pressing issues faced by the trainees themselves could turn out

to be one of the most useful activities of the Institute.

Political ocial, and Psychological Effects 

In its investigation, the Task Force was entirely concerned with

technological economic aspects. It did not address the political, social,

and psychological effects of communications media. Though this is a

terribly difficult and mushy area -- especially since it deals with so

many dimensions difficult or impossible to quantify -- it is also a

very important one. As a leading case in point, the recent concern

about the relationship of violence and crime on television to violence

and crime in our society has given rise to all kinds of charges and

counter-charges, assertions and denials. In contrast to intuitive
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reactions, off the top-of-head judgments, and loose analysis so fre-

quently brought to bear, the Institute could play a key role in bringing

together sociologists, psychologists, and others to undertake hard

research on the impact of communications media on human behavior. On

the political side, it is important to get a better notion of how

television and other media have effected political attitudes and

judgments on the part of the voting public. And it would be very use-

ful to gain greater insight into how the media have affected social

change through increasing or reducing the pressures of racial discrimi-

nation and other phenomena.

This is a difficult area to be very specific about at this point,

because so little has been done as part of a large interdisciplinary

and integrated program (as opposed to lots of interesting fragments

here and there). But certainly one of the earliest items on the

Institute's agenda would be to determine how to design and imple-

ment an effective program going far beyond anything that is being done

today.

As a concluding point that deserves emphasis, it is quite clear

that these subject areas are highly interrelated. One cannot talk

about prospects of new services, such as facsimile mail or those of

the checkless society without addressing questions of radio spectrum

use. One cannot talk about classroom television for less-developed

countries without being concerned more generally with instructional

applications of telecommunications. Nor can one appraise the need for

satellites to distribute television programming to local markets with-

out addressing the role to be played in local market's by cable tele-

vision in providing channels to viewers. The great value of an

Institute would be to exploit these complementarities by bringing

together an interdisciplinary team working within the context of

an integrated program.
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STRUCTURE AND FINANCE

In addition to the substantive. nature of the re
search program

discussed above, several questions need to be addre
ssed about how the

Institute should be structured and financed. First, it seems to me

absolutely essential that foundation support should
 be provided on a

long-term basis for the core of the research program. 
Much of the work

described above, if successfully accomplished, will 
surely be regarded

in many quarters as provocative, subject to dispu
te, and generally

unpalatable. Government agencies are simply not in a position to
 sponsor

penetrating analysis in such controversial areas in the 
telecommunica-

tions field; and I am not at all optimistic that the
y will become so in

the foreseeable future. Of course, it is generally observed that

government agencies tend to shy away from controversia
l areas, but I

think this is particularly true here because of powe
rful and vocal

interests outside of government combined with the weak
 positions within

the federal hierarchy of those government agencies 
most intimately

involved in the telecommunications area. This does not mean that all

government support is out of the question. Some of the topics mentioned

above and others (especially those having a heavy te
chnical content)

may be perfectly well suited for government suppo
rt. As one case in

point the current FCC computer inquiry involves, amon
g many things, a

short-term FCC funded research project with an outsi
de organization.

Had the Institute been in existence, it would hav
e been a leading candi-

date to undertake that work. As another example, much of the technical

work in spectrum management dealing with costs an
d tradeoffs in communica-

tions capacity might well find sponsorship in gov
ernment agencies.

However, to provide freedom and flexibility in bu
ilding a well integrated

program (as distinguished from a mixed bag of fragmen
ted and separate

projects, each representing the needs and interes
ts of particular

agencies), a central core of outside financing woul
d be a prime requi-

site -- both at the outset and into the foreseeable 
future. I am not

optimistic that a successfully functioning institute, 
exploring the

areas it should explore, could by the end of any 
particular finite time

period (like 3 to 5 years) become entirely self-s
ustaining in the sense

of gaining its total support from government contra
cts.
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Second, the bulk of the work should be done under one roof. By far

the most useful studies done for the Task Force were those of the Central

Staff members working closely together, arguing, debating, and generally

interacting on a day-in and day-out basis. The many studies that were

undertaken by the widely scattered individual consultants in the aca-

demic community were with few exceptions disappointing if not entirely

worthless. I trace this directly to the lack of continuous interaction

with a larger interdisciplinary staff that would have contributed to

making the outside work more relevant to policy issues at hand as well

as to relating it more closely to what the others were doing. The

Institute should not be viewed as primarily concerned with parcelling

out funds to interested researchers scattered about the country, nor

should it depend heavily in its staffing on bringing in people for a

few weeks during Christmas vacation, summers, and the like. Rather,

it should be organized largely around its own fulltime central staff

expected from the outset to do the bulk of the work.

Third, the geographical location of the Institute, whetIvr in

Washington, New York, or the West Coast, would probably be one of the

least important factors in determining its success. To be sure, it was

terribly important that the Task Force Central Staff be located in

Washington. The very short time fuse under which it operated, combined

with the necessity to be in touch with govetnment officials on a daily

basis, and frequently with industry representatives as well, would have

made infeasible any other location. But the Institute would operate at

a somewhat more leisurely pace than that of the ten hour days of the State

Department. Free from pressing immediate deadlines, there would be time

to explore and ponder the many facets and implications of the particular

problem areas, to substitute the telephone for frantic personal meetings,

and to travel. The irrelevance of geographical location is suggested

by the outcome of the eight contracts between the Task Force and outside

research organizations (these were quite separate from the arrangements

with individual academic consultants mentioned above). Four of these

organizations were in the New York-Washington area, one in Kentucky, and

three on the West Coast. There was no discernible correlation between

the value of the work (to public policy or to anything else) and
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geographical location. But I might note that perhaps the least useful

project of the eight was done by one of the organizations on the East

Coast, while one of the best was that of the contractor (Spindeltop

Research) in Kentucky.

Fourth, the size of the Institute's professional staff would, of

course, depend on many factors that cannot well be appraised at this

time. Of particular importance, I would judge, is the extent to which

government agencies would be willing to fund particular projects and

the degree to which the Institute would become involved in the psycho-

logical, political and sociological effects of communications along the

lines noted earlier. Based upon the program outlined above and other

topics likely to arise over time, together with the many competing

demands for research funds, I estimate that something like 30 to 40

well-qualified professionals, operating with an annual budget of $1.5

to $2.0 million would suffice over the long pull.

Finally, the question arises as to whether the Institu.te should be

organized as part of a larger research organization or as an entirely

new and separate entity. For at least three reasons, the former approach

is, by far, the most sensible. In the first place, it would be costly

both in time and money to bring out of the blue a wholly new group of

truly competent people willing and able to work together. Again, the

6xperience of the Task Force is instructive. Even under the extreme

time pressure and the virtual lack of any serious budgetary constraints,

it took over three months to assemble even the barest staff to begin

work, and it took nearly a year to bring staffing up to the maximum

level prior to draftir3 the Final Report. One of the great handicaps

was the fact that many of the people brought together were strangers to

one another and it was impossible to determine ahead of time how well

particular individuals would be able to contribute to the final product.

Inevitably, there were many false starts and much lost motion. The

preferable approach is to set up the Institute within a larger organiza-

tion that already has an initial interdisciplinary staff with demonstrated

interest in the area and past experience in working together.

• .09r,
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Second, and more important, many people who could most usefully

serve in the Institute will have outside research interests. For

example, it may well turn out that some who have interest in telecom-

munications regulation will also want to do work either subsequently or

in parallel in other regulated industries as well. Or, on the techni-

cal side, some who would pursue electronic engineering of a sort directly

relevant to the Institute's program may also want to pursue applications

in other fields. It would be far easier to attract these people if

they are brought as fulltime employees into an organization that offers

freedom and flexibility in drawing from among a wide variety of oppor-

tunities that together can serve as a basis for a long term career.

Third, the Institute inevitably would suffer budgetary stringencies

at some times while facing opportunities for expansion at others. With

an easy shift back and forth of staff members within the larger organiza-

tion it would be far easier to cope with these peaks and troughs than

if an independent Institute were faced with trying somehow to maintain

or expand its own staff, To be sure, were the Institute quite large,

this problem would be less severe insofar as more leeway would exist to

mesh internal peaks and troughs. But it is not easy to imagine an

Institute of Communications being of such size within the foreseeable

future. Moreover, were such size ever attained, it would not be out

of the question to formally separate the Institute from the parent

organization at that time, if for some reason that seemed desirable.

•••••• • ••••••••- ••••••-•



THE RAND COMMUNICATIONS POLICY RESEARCH INSTITUTE

c V

. The telecommunications industry has become one of the

'major factors in the national economy, approaching something of

the order of $30 billion per year. The growth rate appears to be

almost exponential, limited only by spectrum space and the techno-

logical and regulatory ability to make optimum use of this space.

The regulatory agencies' policies and procedures have caused con-

siderable controversy and inflexibility and, in any event, left much

room for better definition of agency, function, and national intent.

The primary federal organizations concerned with communications

policy are the FCC and the ODTM, with a strong concern on the

part of BoB and with many user agencies, including DoC, DoD, the

Intelligence Community, HEW, FAA, etc. The high commercial values

in telecommunications and the present ind potential impact of tele-

communications on many phases of our society resulted in theestab-

lishment of the Special Presidential Task Force on Communications

Policy.

Those experienced in governmental operations recognize the

intensity of workload at the policy level and the impossibility of _

policy level personnel--regardless of their professional competence--

doing more than satisfying immediate requirements. At the policy



level one must face up to the virtual impossibility of studying in

depth the interdisciplinary complexities really necessary for deci-

sion making. Indeed it is just this type of problem which has led

to the success of such organizations as RAND in the national

security field and in the demand for RAND-like services by other

agencies. Informal discussions between personnel at RAND and

members of various governmental organizations have led to the

concept that it would be highly desirable to have a new advisory

organization dedicated to problems of communications policy. Such

an organization would have to draw on a very broad spectrum of

• disciplines, would have to maintain a high degree of independence,

would have to have the confidence of governmental agencies involved,

. and would require a maximum of administrative flexibility. It would

appear that RAND Corporation could provide this environment and

could attract those individuals not now at RAND, either on a perma-

nent or LOA basis, who would be required for investigation in major

problem areas.

One can foresee two basic classes of work for such a group.

RAND's a priori prerumption would be that this organization would

not be concerned with quick fix or quick reaction; however, like the

rest of RAND, in working with both the security and nonsecurity

agencies, the bulk of the effort would be of an interactive nature.

That is, the problems which form the core of the work would be the

2
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real problems currently facing the concerned agencies and which are

of sufficient importance to warrant long term attention and develop-

ment of new approaches. This in turn would be backed up by studies

of a more fundamental or background nature corresponding to the

"technology" area of RAND at the present time.

Preliminary discussions have indicated a strong advantage

In having such an institute centered in the Washington area. This

would be almost a matter of necessity in view of the close interaction

hoped for with many of the Government personnel and the need to have

a dynamic dialogue with government, industry, and academia, best

accomplished within the Washington crossroads. This, of course,

does not preclude a portion of the activity being carried out in Santa

Monica or other sites.

In quick summary, one could divide the substantive work of

such a group into four areas.

Technology 

It would not be the intent to develop new technology as such;

however, it is Important to have a strong technical base present in

order to assess the significance, function, and performance of various

systems and techniques as developed in relation to and applicatiDn to

telecommunications. This is not unlike much of RAND's present role

in systems analysis for the military and in other areas as well whereby

3



RAND is not concerned with the analysis for design of the system as

much as with the conceptual purpose and performance of such a

system.

Economics 

There has been considerable controversy about the validity

of classical economic methods in assessing cost and benefit for

telecommunications parameters. It would appear that a fruitful

area for research and analysis resides in study of the various

telecommunications parameters. In particular assessments must

be made not only of such things as rate structure but also of

benefit values for such things as the use of telecommunications

for education and information services in comparison with conven-

tional methods. In conjunction with the preceding, new technology

will result in new bases for costing, for example, broadcast satel-

lites versus conventional land-line distribution systems.

• Sociology 

The impact of telecommunications on the social structure

has begun to show. This applies not only to its technical use in

developing new educational and information systems but also in

terms of the response of the individual to his environment as a

whole. Quite clearly elections can be steered by such things as

a TV personality. The instantaneous coverage of international

4



events such as the war in Vietnam, have radically changed the

relative value judgments of millions. Quite clearly telecommunica-

tions are having an impact on crime rate and public attitudes toward

violent action, toward morality, toward theology, toward leisure

time, and occupational choice.

Politics 

Both domestic and international political policies have to

consider telecommunications problems. Obviously, this is a core

area of national interest in our relationships with the rest of the

world, to be used both to air U.S. views directly and by supplying

such services to underdeveloped countries. Of equal importance on

the domestic side are questions involved in the expansion of national

telecommunication systems with educational correlates and the tradi-

tional federal-state and public-private separations.

* * *

In addition to research relating to telecommunications policy,

this new organization can fulfill an important need for training in

telecommunications policy planning. In part this can be accomplished

by keeping a substantial portion of the staff on a rotational basis, with

individuals recruited from industry, Government, and elsewhere being

brought in for two or three year periods and then returning to their

previous or new associations. It could be anticipated that individuals

5



on a temporary basis would in part--as their interests develop—form

an accrual basis for the permanent staff.

Another function would be to establish a central reference

source for material pertaining to telecommunications policy. Exper-

ience has shown that in many complex interdisciplinary areas the

effective use of available material requires a specialized informa-

tion facility where the nature of the access and control of material

Is governed by the unique requirements of the subject.

It is anticipated that a reasonable size for such an institute

would be of the order of 40 professionals during its early stages

corresponding to an annual cost of $2 million per year. As a reason-

able estimate for the first three years during the "cranking up" time,

the cost would be approximately $1 million per year. It would be

anticipated that eventually the principal source of the Institute's

funding would be from the government agencies involved in communi-

cations policy, the FCC, DTM, and perhaps directly, the BoB. There -7

may be considerable interest in having the early years funded -through

a private organization such as the Ford Foundation. The advantages

would be two-fold. First, within the normal governmental budgetary

cycle, the time from making the decision to active funding would be

close to three years. A private organization could fund immediately

upon making a decision and a faster decision could be made. Secondly,

grant-type original funding by an organization which has no vested

6



interests other than the national interest, and is not beset by inter-

agency jurisdictional problems, would permit maximum freedom in

establishing the tone and direction of such an organization.

SK/bt
.7 October 1968



the RAND Corporation
1700 Main Street
Santa Monica, California

COMMUNICATIONS AND POLICY RESEARCH

26 January 1968

The Rand Corporation seeks the support of The Ford Foundation for the

establishment of a program in Communications and Policy Research. Support

is sought in the amount of $1.2- mill ion over a period of five yea. s.

The primary objective of this Program will be to study the means by

which advances in the communications field can best result in desirable social

benefits. Policy alternatives for achieving these benefits will be explored and

assessed in the context of technological-developmental options, regulatory law

and sock-economic factors.

Within this context, the money would be used for the following broad

purposes:

To carry out interdisciplinary research and analysis in the

communications field, with particular emphasis on policy-

relevant problems at the interfaces between prospective

communications technology and the pertinent economic,

legal, international and domestic institutions and instruments.

Rand proposes investigations of this nature, in coordination with Stanford

University, because we are convinced that evolution Of law and public policy

affecting communications in the next generation should be related to a realistic

view of expected technology and of the economic forces that will evolve with

it and, in fact, will be a major influence in its evolution. Rand has expertise
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in the technology of communications and in its economic aspects and political

implications. Stanford has a reservoir of knowledge in the law and in the

impact of communications on the general public. Rand and Stanford propose '

to develop an informal working relationship in these fields; we believe that

this cooperative program will lessen the likelihood that future law and public

policy. will be as ill-suited ,to contemporary technical and economic forces

as they are at present. We believe that this collaborative approach offers

a unique opportunity to build on already extensive communications research

backgrounds to perform perceptive studies, in depth, on domestic communica-

tions needs and options, drawing on the appropriately broad spectrum of skills

available at Rand and Stanford University.

The Need for the Program

The communications media -- electronic, print, visual -- in the past

twenty years have been in a state of accelerated- technological development

and change. The introduction of new technology plus the enormously improved

and expanded use of conventional technology shows no sign of a let-up. The

legal, economic and social patterns of use and regulation are under great

stress to adapt to the new demands and to the opportunities for accomplishing

socially desirable goals. There is a pressing need for development of people

better equipped to understand, to analyze, and to help to resolve both the

problems and to achieve the opportunities confronting us, nationally and

internationally.

T1,21_2..,111l,,T2L • N. • • ••,.. • ,
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It is important to understand the management structure for electronic

communications under which the government operates. At present, the

management is bifurcated. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and

the Director of Telecommunications Management (DTM) are separately and

jointly responsible for administration of the radio spectrum, and telecommunica-

tions (defined by 1959 International Telecommunication Union, Radio Regulations,

Geneva, as "any transmission, emission, or reception of signs, signals, writings,

images, and sounds or intelligence of any nature by wire,, radio, and other

electromagnetic systems") policy in general.

This bifurcation results, among other phenomena, in an inability to

consider the telecommunications problems in a context sufficiently broad to

account for all the forces at work -- technology, law, custom, enormous

historical investments in equipment, etc. — which generate the impact of

. communications on society. This general problem is further compounded when

one goes beyond the classical area of telecommunications to include other

communications media.

Communications, as used in this proposal, includes, for example, press

as well as broadcast media, not only because these have comparable social

impact but also because much of the relevant technology may become commonly

shared, e.g., by development or remotely broadcast facsimile newspapers, and

other analogous technologies.
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The major point to emphasize is that the existing mechanisms for managing

communications, and the existing concepts for matching technology and law to

social needs, are becoming increasingly inadequate and ill-equipped to shape

our communication growth. Stanford and Rand hope to illuminate the nature

and origins of such shortcomings and to suggest new alternatives and options.

Much of the recent technological advance is a direct consequence of

the enormous expenditures of public funds for national security and space

research and development. In part, the problem involves getting a clearer

notion of the potential costs and benefits of exploiting advances now with us

or on the horizon. But other considerations are also paramount in a well-directed

appraisal of the problems of introducing and absorbing new technology.

The most serious difficulties and constraints in the future may hinge not

only on questions of technology and economic feasibility, but also on questions

of how uses of new technologies are to be fostered, or inhibited, and regulated

by rational choices and judgments as to what constitutes the "public interest"

and how it ought to be served.

The "public intere.)r" consists not only of overriding goals, such as national

security, but equitable arrangements for accommodating the communications

needs of the many heterogeneous industries, educational, recreational, scientific,

and other special groups in our society. These needs in turn transcend our

national borders, since for both overall national and special group needs the



international communication communication processes take on major and increasing significance

in conceptions of "the public interest." A major challenge, therefore, is to

develop criteria for the further development of communications facilities which

take into account the costs and benefits according to economic, cultural and

social values, and security and foreign policy.

Research Needs and Opportunities

It is clear that no single institution, or a Rand and Stanford in

cooperation, can make more than a modest beginning in the ever-enlarging

area of communications. What can be done is to develop continuing programs

•of high quality research in several important and neglected areas. We are

convinced the opportunities for "seed programs" exist here, whose sustained

impact transcends their initial scope. One aim of the Rand and Stanford

research activity would be to develop a continuous dialogue and interchange

on central problems, to act as a catalyst in bringing other research groups

into contact with significant issues-, and to call attention to future opportunities

as well as current problems deserving attention by other scholars, institutions,

and agencies.

Rand has conducted a considerable amount of research on communications

technology, and on the economic, social and international implications of

technological change in the communications field — particularly with respect

to communications satellites, computer systems, and the management of the



electromagnetic frequency frequency spectrum. It is Rc,ind's aim to build upon this long-

standing competence and history of involvement in these areas.

To increase the interchanges in the already open communication line

between Rand and Stanford, and to reinforce the complementary ta:ents and

capabilities of the two organizations, many possible informal mechanisms exist.

Whatever mechanisms are employed, we would expect, among other purposes:

o To help develop research "strategies" in both institutions —

strategies which would capitalize on the range of expertise

available to produce a broad range of significant and

substantive results.

o To provide a forum — for members of government, industry

and professional organizations -- for exchange of information,

ideas, findings.

o To develop mutually beneficial critical standards and standards

of quality in the conduct of research.

The subject, timing, and staffing of research studies will generally be

determined by the two institutions as appropriate, taking into account their

special needs for flexibility and responsiveness, their individual working styles,

the operating characteristics, and the financial resources made available to

each institution. The objective of the working relationships between Rand and

Stanford will be one of close but informal collaboration, having as one central

.1 •••,"
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aim the development of a cohesive and .significant set of studies, and the .

creation of a new pool of trained researchers, whose combined impact and

importance exceeds that possible for each organization by itself.

The Dean and interested faculty members of the School of Law, the

Director of the Stanford Institute for Communications Research, and the President

and the interested staff at Rand believe that an arrangement of this kind k

capable over time of making a significant contribution to knowledge in the

communications field, to exploration of critical public policy problems in the

area, and to the development of a pool of scholars from various disciplines

with a continuing, objective interest in the field.

Areas for .Inquirx.

What are some of the general problem areas for inquiry? The following

list is illustrative rather than exhaustive or ordered by priority of importance or

interest. Each of these, as projects are designed; would break down into a

number of subtopics; only an aggregate summary designation is provided hare.

We call attention to the fact that in this listing we have included topics

whose primary interest or research requirements may make them most appropriate

for Rand or for Stanford individually, or which might most fruitfully be done

by a joint team in informal collaboration, to get the benefit of varied

perspectives. In the latter case, the individual researchers concerned would be

expected to develop their own arrangements, reflecting the several working styles

of the two organizations.
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1. The _ Impact_/Ind Future of Explosion"

What are the impacts of modern communications systems on education,

public television, teaching machines, adult education, school redesign, the

function and education of the teacher and the financing of public education?

Many possibilities exist; for example, a variety of problems and

opportunities for communications uses in connection with computers can have

great future impact:

o Transmission of library data.

o The social implications of major advances in computer-based

systems which are interconnected by communications, including

effects on the design of the city and new forms of mass media.

o The technical and legal problems of preserving privacy in

future computer/communications systems and their social

implications.

o The feasibility of interconnecting large numbers of major

computer installations using present-day telephone circuits.

The technical feasibility of large-screen, all digital, cable,

person-to-person/person-to-group/ and person-to-computer/

systems.

In considering the mass media, we believe significant studies might:

o Inventory present use of contemporary communications capacity

by the mass media. This would include cable and satellite



use, short short wave, domestic longlines, microwave, spectrum

allocations, telephone, mobile radio and mail by the

printed and broadcast media.

o Project the place mass media might expect to take in the

total communications system under new technology.

Similarly, pioneer research needs to be done on the future role of

communications systems in our political life -- local, national, and international

and the impact of such systems on our democratic traditions and choices.

2. The Communications Industry: Structure, Goals, Responsibilities 

What is the makeup of and what are the key characteristics of the

communications industry and its subcomponents: telephone users; telephone and

telegraph companies; manufacturers of equipment; businesses involved in informa-

tion processing and data transmission; owners and users of mass media and related

enterprises such as advertising agencies, the entertainment industry, publishers,

broadcasters and many others?

What of the economics of rate structures, planned obsolescence rates,

capital investment patterns, competitive structures and the like?

What should be the social responsibilities of various segments of the

industries with regard to, for example, news coverage, public events,

editorialization, classified or sensitive information, criminal trials, obscenity,

etc.?
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What of the political influence of the industry and its components, ,both

in its role as promulgator and purveyor of intelligence and images, and its role

as a large scale economic interest group.?

3. News Media Projects

Rand has already begun a study of present news media and their probable

evolution in the next generation. A major focus for the news media studies is

the influence technological changes will have in the next twenty-five years, on

the assumption that the nature of physical installations and of the evolution of

organizations using them will have a profound effect on American culture and

on the political process. Several members of the Stanford faculty are consultants

to this study.

A second project, a complement to this study of the press, will describe

the same elements for the broadcast media. The social, economic and

technological basis for the present output by broadcasters will be analyzed,

with emphasis on their public affairs content.

The study will create alternative models of development, based on an

analysis of what is socially useful in present systems, what opportunities for

added service may exist in the future, and what laws, public policy, corporate

development and technology will increase the chances for viable systems that

produce a maximum of public service.
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4. Spectrum Management Studies 

(a) Concepts for Expanded and Efficient Use of the Spectrum. The work

initiated by Rand on measurement and analytic techniques of spectrum usage-

- saturation would be continued and expanded to include additional government

allocations and assignments. Further exploration and designs would be considered

for:

(1) Frequency allocation and assignment processes based on

needs, technology, and efficiency of use.

(2) Frequency selection based on usage by geographic area,

and frequency sharing versus the established block

allocation and assignment .process.

(3) Usage measurement techniques.

(4) Criteria for deciding priority of use.

(b) Design of an International EM Spectrum Engineering.5ystem. A design

study of an electromagnetic compatibility analysis and data processing system for

international applications compatible with national processes may be a fruitful

substudy to consider.

There is currently no known study in progress directed to the design of

an international EM spectrum engineering system. With the enhanced EMC

analysis and machine processing capability, and continued advanced designs

available in the U.S., the international processes are becoming increasingly

out of phase on dealing with current and predicted spectrum and communications

problems.
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5. Facsimile Mail Service

Another appealing prospect brought about by the emergence of low cost

communications satellites is the use of domestic and international facsimile

mail service. Prospects for instantaneous or overnight delivery of facsimile

mail between virtually any two major points on earth may be desirable as a

substitute for much of today's conventional delivery of first-class and other

high-priority mail. Again, questions arise about the economic and technical

feasibility. How much are facsimile reproducers likely to cost over the next

five or ten years? What are the prospects for technological advances that will

afford opportunities for widespread installation of reproducers in homes and offices,

in addition to central post office installations?. •What would be an appropriate

pricing structure for transmission of facsimile mail in combination with telephone,

television and other services? Are our present post office facilities adequate to

handle such a new service? Would it be advisable that the service be provided '

by existing telecommunications common carriers? What new kinds of international

agreements would be required to bring this service into international use? How

soon and by what means cn these problems be resolved? And how can such

service protect the important rights of privacy and public trust in the mails?

6. international and Domestic Satellite Systems 

The President stated in his Message to Congress on Communications Policy

of August 14, 1967, that the rapid development of efficient nondiscriminatory



global space space communications services is a major objective of U.S. policy. The

United States' position in Intelsat whose structure will be renegotiated in 1969

is in need of careful analysis and formulation.

The President further specified that U.S. policy for the domestic use of

communications satellites should "adhere to Intelsat supervision." The implications

for U.S. domestic satellite policy and usage in the context of Intelsat arrangements

is in need of intensive study now that the issue of Intelsat has been joined with

the complex domestic satellite issues currently before the Congress and the FCC,

Further, while exciting possibilities exist for drastically reducing the cost

of long-distance domestic and international telephone and television service

through use of satellites, the degree to which this potential is realized will

hinge on a number of factors. The degree to which common carriers have an

. incentive to introduce new cost-reducing technology, and the role of foreign

governments in international rate agreements are of prime importance. Question

of how to induce these governments (as well as U.S. carriers) to lower their

rates as a reflection of lower costs, and considerations serving this end that

might be introduced into the 1969 Intelsat conference, would directly enter into

the study. Technology, international and regulatory law and other dimensions

are involved. Even after the 1969 negotiations are resolved, there will be

continuous developments in need of anticipatory study: for example, competitive

systems of other nations individually or by regional arrangement, relations

between domestic and international systems, etc.
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7. The Special Problems of Less-Developed Countries

The rudimentary character of internal communications networks typical of

less developed countries and the total lack of communication links in many cases

makes very attractive the potential application of satellites and other technologies

to provide strong, low-cost, reliable telecommunications links both internally and

internationally in less-developed regions of the world. The strategy for introducing

and absorbing new telecommunication technology in less-developed countries is of

paramount concern. How ought satellite systems to be designed for purposes of

economic, educational and social development in less-developed countries and

regions?

We mention a few specific possibilities of •particular interest to Rand:

Using background already established, provide selected preliminary designs

of capabilities and costs to illustrate some of the more attractive possibilities

for application of satellite and communications technology for a variety of

services to some interesting but less-developed areas of the world. This would

include the possibilities for communications, and for public, educational and

instructional TV to and within such areas as Indonesia, the Philippines and

S.E. Asia; Alaska, Hawaiian islands and Polynesia; etc.

A recently completed pilot study on communications and educational planning

in Colombia provides a basis for additional research. The research would be on

questions of the economic, demographic, geographic, and technological conditions
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under which a satellite becomes the preferred means of commercial as well as

educational communications for a developing country or larger region. To

what extent do existing investment, geography, population distribution, national

and regional demand for communication and educational services, and other

factors, affect the choice of media? We would examine these questions for

Colombia and for the surrounding region of importance. Implications derived

For that country and region would provide guidance for other areas of Latin

America, and would respond to the current high interest in hemispheric

communications (e.g., the network for knowledge). In addition to television,

voice and data communications, broadcast radio and other modes would be
•

considered.

Further study of advanced communications technologies for LDC's, focusing

on Latin America, could inquire into the kinds of political-economic arrange-

mehts necessary in the region, for example, comprised of upper South America

and Central America. The viability of satellite usage will depend on the

Individual national political-economic structure, the role of indigenous tele-

communication institutions, and the political interests of the several countries

vis-a-vis each other. This political dimension is an important factor and should

be added to other aspects mentioned above.

8. Computer Data Traffic

Much attention has been devoted to the very rapid increase in computer

use in this country, and the increasingly attractive prospects for a nationwide
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computer data network. Analogous to questions raised earlier, problems of how

to price these services, future demands likely to be imposed on this service,

and future growth in the number and diversity of computer services, all need to

be carefully appraised, The regulation of what has come to be called "the .

computer utility" has brought issues of privacy to the fore and in need of study.

Much technical and economic-legal work needs to be done to develop data

networks such as those suggested by EDUCOM.

9. Broadband Cable into the Home

One of the most intriguing technologies already available is the use of

broadband cable linkage to bring not only a dozen or so television channels of

clear signal quality into home and office, but also other possibilities for new

kinds of home services -- facsimile mail, shopping, banking, etc. Not only

might cable television facilitate greater diversity and variety of television

programming through opening up local and specialized markets, but also it might

partially substitute for local broadcast transmission to release valuable radio

Spectrum space.

However, much more than economic and technical fecisibility is involved

in formulating a wise public policy for cable telecommunication. Issues of

fundamental importance include:

(a) Ownership and regulation of cable systems: Expanded cable systems

would include services in addition to television; some would compete directly
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with existing telephone service. For ekample, to reduce overall cost, telephone

channels should probably be brought in on the same cable. How then should

cables be owned and regulated? If owned by existing telephone common carriers,

by what procedures can existing CATV's be absorbed into the system? How should

rates and conditions of access be set to television stations and other originators;

especially, to what degree if any should local originators be protected from

competition by "outsiders"?

(b) The position of commercial television networks and local broadcasters:

By what means should local broadcasters be induced or required to switch from

conventional atmospheric transmission to use of a cable network? How severe

would be the increase in competition in their now-protected local markets? To

what extent would cable networks encourage formation of new networks competing

with existing ones? What are the implications for the quality and quantity of

television, with the opening up of Focal markets to distant broadcasting stations,

independent program producers, and new networks? To what extent would cable

systems render less costly the operation of pay-TV?

(c) The position of the viewer: How should the welfare be weighted of

those groups who would prefer today's "free" but limited-off-the-air reception

to more versatile cable services for which they, presumably, would be changed?

Why Rand and Why Stanford?

Rand's long experience in problems of policy research needs no elaboration.

Rand has an established record of competence and experience; for example, in
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the immediate area of communications policy, the research director of the President's

Task Force is Mr. Leland Johnson, who is currently on leave from his regular

position as a member of the Rand staff to serve in that capacity. Others at

Rand, or associated with Rand, with a special interest in the field are noted in

Appendix I, a brief list of Rand staff and consultants whose primary interests lie

in communications-related areas.

The majority of work at Rand on communications has been in defense-oriented

areas (an important exception has been a substantial continuing program of NASA
.1b

sponsored studies in communication technology). However, Rand has announced

plans and has undertaken to develop a set of carefully chosen studies in domestic

problems and issues. Seen from this perspective, what is missing from the present

Rand work in communications?

At Rand, the reasons for needing Ford Foundation non-governmental

funding include:

1. Government funding for work relating communications technology

and needs with the relevant economic rationale is currently

largely unavailable, although ironically the problems continue

to grow bigger and more severe. One useful outcome of work

by the Rostow Committee will be to motivate initial funding

for such work. Rand is undertaking for the Rostow Committee

the following specific study:
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Broad public participation, as requested by community

action, is important in urban development programs -- for

example, the Model Cities Program. It may be especially

important in the ghetto where people are isolated from the

outside world around them and frequently from each other

and where informal communications methods are predominant.

Community communications — the ability of the community

members to communicate among themselves and with other

communities -- appear to be increasingly necessary and

technically feasible. Rand will examine the costs of

alternate modes of providing an area such as Watts with its

own closed circuit television network dedicated to community

action and other community interests. Means for connecting

several such neighborhoods into a city-or-metropolitan-wide

network for community action, for education (the adult

education demand for LOS Angeles will exceed 3 million

students by 1980), for city government, and possibly for

other civic functions could be designed, evaluated, and

costed. Various media, including TV and voice radio,

would be considered. The feasibility of a very low-cost

interactive, instructional teletype or TV system to provide
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compensatory education for "ghetto" areas could be investigated.

Rand's contact with work in the Palo Alto, California school

district would be relevant here.

2. Rand will continue to do work, on government funds as available,

in the important national security dimension. As the largest •

consumer of frequency spectrum space, the defense agencies

are in competition with the civil sectors of government and

of society at large. The Rand work for DoD and NASA provides

an unusual position for analyzing public policy issues in proper

relation to the civil context. The current base of the Rand

communications work is therefore large, and provides a unique

insight into the welter of factors which influence the domestic
•

communications issues and choices, but which are not subject

to many of the constraints which govern domestic communica-

tions. The application of this knowledge and its incorporation

into cohesive studies of domestic needs and options in

communication will require additional funding support.

3. Fundamental research and creative exploration of novel or

radically different ideas, unfettered by considerations of

immediate client needs, is additionally fostered and enhanced
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under non-governmental sponsorship. We are convinced that

innovative ideas are vital if the present unrealistic coupling

of technology and communications law exhibited by current

regulatory constraints is to be resolved in the public interest.

General Approach 

Specific attacks on problems under consideration will naturally depend on

the nature of the problem and the individual researcher's interests. However,

we recognize that problems and issues of both a near-term nature, and of such

a nature that looking forward for periods of some years or several decades will

be desirable, are inherent in the communications field. We would expect to

tackle both sorts of problems, and to develop new methods where required. Rand

expects to develop and test techniques especially relevant to understanding of

long-term technological trends and possibilities, and in particular to those

techniques which offer insights into how such trends can be bent to best meeting

societal needs in a pragmatic and operational way.

Funding 

The funding contemplated for the Rand program is 1.2 million dollars

over a five-year period.

Given the separate corporate and management structures of Stanford

University and Rand, separate funding and fiscal administration for the two
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organizations is is both desirable and necessary. This will not inhibit close

intellectual collaboration between the two institutions. Funding and administrative

separateness will permit the maximum accommodation to the different working

styles and research approaches of the two organizations.

Naturally, no hard ond fast rule can, nor needs to be made concerning

the partitioning of research interests in communications between Rand and

Stanford. A significant part of Rand's interest lies in communications technology

and economic forces involved in exploiting that technology. A significant part

of Stanford's interest is in communications law and regulation, and in assessment

of audience reaction to communications. These interests are not exclusive,

however. Individual researcher's interests will overlap substantially. It is .one

of the strengths of the collaborative Rand and Stanford effort proposed that this

overlap of interests and disciplines can be utilized to make the total study effort

more significant'than its individual parts.

Within this context, the funds provided for Rand would be for staff time

devoted to projects conducted under the foundation grant. This in part would

be for full-time and in part for temporary staff and consultantships at Rand,

in part for the time which may be spent by Rand staff and consultants for

jointly investigated undertakings, as mutually arranged between Rand and Stanford,

for research or training -- plus the costs of travel, administrative support, etc.
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The spectrum of skills available at Rand for research and training is

noted in Appendix I . We would expect these skills, and others which prove

relevant, to be applied as part of the Rand program proposed.

A rough estimate of a reasonable distribution of the Rand funds over the

five-year period would be

,-•

Year Expenditures

1 200, 00

2 225,000

3 250,000

4 250,000

5 275,000 
$1, 200, 000

Why a five-year period? It is our view th#at this is a period long enough

to produce results and for all of the institutions involved to assess longer term

projects. Moreover, during this period, there may be a change in the role of

the Federal Government in this field, a change which could have a major impact

on the longer term.



Rand Staff with Special Competencies in Communications

This is far from an exhaustive list; it simply illustrates the range of

interests and backgrounds of a sample of the Rand staff. Not all of these

people would necessarily participate fully in the Ford Foundation-sponsored

program; some might participate part-time, or be available for special

consultation and advice,

Paul Armer

Associate Head of the Computer Sciences Department; currently working

on the social implications of automation and technological change.

Ben Bagdikian 

Journalist and student of the press and its contributions to the ne6ds
of democratic society.

Paul Baran

Member of Computer Sciences Department; specializing in problems
associated with communications networks, and in the implications of
computerized operations.

Edward Bedrosian

Electrical engineer; has worked on prolects concerned with defense
communications for systems and communications satellite problems.

Cullen Crain

Electrical engineer and group leader in Communications and Propagation.
Fields of interest have included various aspects of space communications
and nuclear effects on radio propagation and radio systems.



Herbert Dordick
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Electrical engineer; involved .in systems analyses of space vehicle

support, checkout, and log:stics, and operations research into the

application of communications technology to aid developing countries.

Joseph M. Goldsen

Former Head, Social Science Department, research in international

and social implications of communications policy.

Sue A. Haggart

Electrical engineer in Special Projects Group of Cost Analysis
Department; specializing in studies of communications systems and
their costs.

David G. Hays

Social psychologist; mainly involved in the field of computational
linguistics and library systems.

A. L.  Hiebert 

Electrical engineer and Project Leader of the Electronic Environment
Studies, specializing in the electromagnetic compatibility field.

John HuIt

Associate Head of the Electronics Department; has been concerned
primarily with research on communications satellites, and is presently
the program manager of Rand's Communication Satellite Technology
contract with NASA.

Charles A. H. Thomson

Specialist on role of mass media relations to political processes both
international and domestic.

Willis Ware

Head of the Computer Sciences Department; has worked chiefly on
the development of large computing machines and their many scientific

and governmental applications.
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Consultants

Rand also has on its roster, and has frequently called upon, outstanding

university scholars as working consultants on communications studies. These have

Included:

Professor Irving Janis, Department of Psychology, Yale University

Professor Leon S. Lipson, International Law, Yale Law School

Professor Sidney Alexander, Economics, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

Professor W. Phillips Davison, Graduate School of Journalism,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Professor Morris L. Janowitz, Sociology, University of Chicago

Professor Seymour M. Upset, Sociology, Harvard University

Professor M. L. Schwartz, Law, Associate Dean, School of Law,
University of California
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Proposal by Stanford University to TheFord Foundation

CONnNiCATIONS LA'd AND POLICY

Stanford Univoi-sity seeks the support of the Ford Foundation for
the establishment of :I Program in Covmunications Law and Policy. Support
is sought in the amount of $1,200,000 over a period of five years. The.
money will be used to fund faculty appointments and research in the field
of Communications Law and Policy.

The Need For The Prog,ram

Communications technolor.v has undergone a revolution in the past
twenty years. New uses and users of modern communications systems have
greatly multiplied. But patterns of public regulation have remained static.

Research in the communications field has centered heavily on hardware
and, to a lesser degree, upon audiences and effects. National and inter-
national regulatory structures in the field of communications have not,
however, kept pace with technical and social develbpments. No 4.- only have
regulatory institutions become frozen and obsolete, but there has been an
extraordinary inattention to the field in academic and research institutions,
so that the intellectual platform that is the indispensable prerequisite to
rational changes in public-policy is also missing. In large part, awareness
of this problem has resulted from the efforts of the Ford Foundation and its
sponsorship of such work as the recent study by Professor Jones of Columbia
Law School.

The President recently appointed .a Task Force on Communications Policy.
under the chairmanship of Under Secretary of State Eugene V. Rostow, with
instructions. to undertake a general review of public-policy questions in
the communications .field and to report:to the President by the summer of

- 196S. The Task Force has found that it must start virtuany from scratch,
- so little basic research has been put into this subject. And it is inevi-
table that a major component of the Task Force's Report will be a call for
continued study and analysis of matters which it cannot hope to investigate
in its brief tenure.

The Task Force has also discovered quickly that there are ,remarkably.
few economists, lawyers, or students of government who have an existing .
expertise in the field of communications policy; our universities have not
trained such men or provided a place for the interested few to pursue con-
centrated study in the field. For example, despite the importance of legal
regulation of the communications industry, national and international, and
the ubiquity of legal problems involving intellectual property and free
speech inherent in tha product of communications media, little concerning
law and communications appears in the curriculum of any law school.
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Stanford UniversiLy proposes to make a modest and practical move in
the direction of filling the evident need for research and teaching in the
field of co:lunications law and policy. The elements of Stanford's proposal
&re:

1. Provision in the Law School of one ful1-time faculty member or
several port-time members doing research and teaching in the field
of communications law and policy.

2. Provision in the School of Humanities and Science, and attached to
the Institute for Communication Research, of the equivalent of one
full-time faculty member doing research and teaching in the field
of Communications Policy.

3. Establishment of an informally structured, multi-disciplinary Program
for Study in Connunications Law and yolicy, based upon the School
of Law and the Institute for Communication Research, and drawing
upon, in varying degrees, the Schools of Business and Education,
and the Departments of Economics, Electrical Engineering, Physics,
Psychology, and others. Students participitting in courses and •
'research sponsored by the Program will be enrolled in and receive
their degrees from established departments and schools of the Univer-
sity. Administration of the Program will be centered on a faculty
member of the School of Law designated as director and the designee
of the Institute of Co=unication Research as associate director;
the Law School Dean will be responsible for the director's functions
until an initial director ,is chosen or at any other time when there
is no director 'in office.

4. Development of an informal cooperative working relationship between
the Program and RAND Corporation through which personnel at both
institutions would keep each other informed of their ongoing work
in the field of communications policy. In the normal course, Stanford
faculty would not work on contract research projects except where
the c:fork coincided with the special interests of a particular faculty
member who wished to become involved; under the arrane,ements for in-
formal cooperation, Stanford would refer such research opportunities
to RAND.

The Dean and interested faculty members at the School of Law, the Director
of the Institute for Communication Research, and the President and the inter-
ested staff of RAL) believe that, an arrangement of this kind is capable over
time of making a Si-gnificant contri17.ution to knowledge in the communications
field, to exploration of critical p'eblic-policy problems in the area, and to
the development of a pool of scholars from various disciplines with a famil-
iarity and the interest in the field'.

Why Stanfc.:d  and Why RAND? 

Stanford has the basic resources and environment needed for the proposed
program. With the addition of the faculty members contemplated by this appli-
cation, we can bring those resources into more effective use.
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Within the Law School, several young faculty nembers of the highestcompetence are presently engaged in teachinr; and research bearinl on prob-lems of communications policy. Professor Thomas Ehrlich has a significantexl)crience and expertise in law and satellite communications and has servedthe Foundation as a consultant in that area. Professor William F. Baxterteaches regularly in the field of the economics and law of public regulationof the economy, and is currently engaged in a research project sponsoredby the Federal Aviation Authority on legal problems of advancing technologyin the airline indutry. Professor Edwin Zimerman shares Professor Baxter'sinterest in public regulation and will be returning to the Stanford LawFaculty in the summel. of 1963 following a three-year leave as first assistantto the head of the Anti-Trust Division. Professor Kenneth Scott, who hasrecently joined the faculty from his position as General Counsel to the HorneLoan Bank Board, has extensive experience and interest in the field of admin-istrative law and joint legal and economic research. Professor Marc Franklinis currently engaged in the preparation of special materials dealing withlaw and journalism. We also believe that Mr. Richard Posner, currently .General Counsel to the President's Task Force on Communications Policy, willjoin the Stanford Law Faculty in the fall of 1968. Professor Baxter will beserving on the Task Force's Research Advisory Panel.

The Department of Communication at Stanford is nationally recognizedas outstanding in its field. Under one of its programs, approximately 25broadcasters and journalists return to the campus each year for six months.The Institute for Communication Research is a unique facility under thedirectorship of Professor Wilbur Schramm, himself a frequent consultant tothe Foundation on canmunicarion matters. Professor Schramm is also a memberof the Task Force's Research AdvisoLy Panel._ For the last decade, more researchon the social and psychological aspects of mass communication have been underway at the Institute than anywhere else in the world. From it have come manyof the baseline studies of the effects of television upon children, the useof the mass media in national development, the levels and sources of publicknowledge in the United States, and the effectiveness of television, radio,Mrs, and programmed instruction in teaching. In the last few years, theInstitute has established a strong research program on information storage andretrieval, and has done a considerable amount of work on the social considera-tions of satellite use. A monograph .from the institute on "Bringing CommunicationSatellites into Use for'Education, Science, and Culture" ha recently beenInvited by the United Nations and published by UNESCO. Presently under wa-y atthe Institute is the assembly of a computerized index and abstracts of all theworld's research since 1945 on educational uses of the media. This vill be theonly such facility in the world. It is being expanded to include the policyliterature as well.

In addition to Dr. Schramm, the Institute staff includes, among others,Professor Nathan Maccoby, a psychologist who has recently completed a largefield -study of the use of educational tolovision in Latin America; ProfessorEdwin B. Parker, a specialist on information storage, retrieval, and dissemi-nation; Professor William Rivers, a political scientist, who is currentlyworking on the relation of governmtmt to media and on the economics of themass media.; Professor William J. Paisley, who is in charge of building thecomputerized file previously described, and whose special interest is now thesociology of knowledge,
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The Department of Electrical Engineering at Stanford ranks amon;.; the
finest in the nation, has excellent laborntory'facilities, and is staffed
by reeo:,nized scholars in every phase of modern electronict, including
signal propagation, maser and laser technology, and solidtate circuitry.. _

The University is situated in one of the major concentrations of the
electronics industry in the United States, and close relationships exist
between this surrounding co..11munity and the School of Engineering.

These are the .existing University resources bearing immediately on

the field of Law and Communications Policy; supporting and surrounding these
resources are, among others, a strong Computer Science Department and a

Computer Center, top ranking Schools of Education and Business, relevant
University Departments of Physics, Economics, Political Science, and
Psychology, and a flow of graduate students of the highest academic suality.

RAND's long experience in problems of policy research needs no recita-

tion. RAND has conducted a considerable amount of research on communications
technolot:y and on the economic, social and international implications of
technological change in the communications field--particularly with respect
to communications satellites, computer systems, and, the management of the
electromagnetic frequency spectrum.

Moreover,. ir is worth observing that the research director of the

President's Task Force on Communications Policy is Mr. Leland Johnson, who

is currently on leave from hi regular position as a member of the RAND

staEC to serve in that capacity. Others at RAND with a special interest

in the field include Mr. Cullen Crain, a specialist in communications tech-

nology; Mr. Joseph Goldsen, former 'head of the Social Sciences Research
Division of .the Corporation; .Mr. Al Hiebert, whose interests lie in the
technical problems oZ managing the electromagnetic frequency spectrum and

who recently worked on the JTAC study for the Director of Telecommunications

Management; Mr. Ben Bagdikian, who has studied the relations between the
press and information needs in de:Itocratic societies; Mr. Alexander George,

a specialist in content analysis, who has worked on the impact of political

propaganda and other communications upon international relations; and several

others whose interests range broadly across electronics, computers, and

satellite technology.

What is missing? The question is answered by the elements of the pro-
posal described above:

1. At: present the University has no focal' center in Communication Law

and Policy to coordinate and bring together the varied elements
within the University whose work and interests relate to the field.

That function would be performed through the establishment of the
Program and through the work of its director.

2. Although 'the Law School has several men on its faculty wh.o are

working on aspects of problems in communications, it has no one. whose'

main attention is devoted to communications and the law and is not

able at present to offer instruction or graduate-scudy guidance in
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the field. If the Foundation responds favorably to this application,
the Law School will devote its efforts to findin?, a highly qualified
man for this purpose. He would serve as director of the Proram.
He must be a man who is fully qualified to serve on the faculty with-
out regard Co any special qualifications in the coumunications area.
In addition, he must have a special in and/or experience in
communications and a willini;noss and ability to assume administrative
responsibility for the Program; Mr. Posner 'S experience as General
Counsel to the President's Task Force would equip him for this role.

3. Despite the general strength and resources of the University's De-
partment of Communication and. Institute for Crumunication Research,
there is not at present any member of their faculties whose background
or research is centrally oriented toward policy problems. If the
necessary funding is made available, the Department and the Institute
will devote their efforts to finding a highly qualified man or men,
probably with.Eeonomics, Political.Scienca, and/or Government. service
backgrounds, interested in concentrating on public-policy probles.

4. The proposed informal working relationship between the Program and
RAND fills a particular need and reinforCes the efforts of both insti-
tut4ons to move ahead in this field. The University will not have the
resources or environment to deal with the kinds .of research projects
that RAND is equipped' to handle, and vice-versa; but the two together
can provide a depth.of personnel, and accumulation of expertise, anl
aggregation or facilities, and a variety of working styles that can
respond to a range of needs and produce a significant range of results.

If these basic steps can be taken, the Program is almost certain to become
.a national center for inquiry and debate into all aspects of communications
policy, attracting people in Government, industry and the professions for con-
sultations,. discussions, and other forms of participation. The open communication
line between the University and RAND should make it possible to establish an
interchange of different perspectives to the benefit of both. And the Pxogram
should bring to graduate students from many disciplines an awareness of the
challenge and importance of the communications field.

Representative Areas For  Sr_udy

So little research and analysis have been done on the public-policy aspects
of the communications field that constructive work, usually of a multi-djscipli-
nary nature, would be possible in most of its countis facets. A few represen-
tative problem areas for inquiry might be:

•••

-What alternative modes of roglating—or de-regulating—what parts of the
communications industry should be considered?

-By what policy processes and according to what priorities should frequencies
on the spectrum, which is rapidly moving toward saturation, be allocated
among the many present and future claimants?

-What is the makeup of and what are the key characteristics of the great
communications industry and its sub-components: telephone users; telephone
and telegra;11 cmpanies; manufacturers of equipment; businesses involved
in information processing and data transmission; owners and users of mass
media and related enterprises such as advertising agencies, the entertainment
industry, publishers, broadcasters and many others?
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-hat of the economics or rate structures., planned obsolescence rates,
capital investment patterns, competitive struceures and the like?

-WhaI chould be the social responsibilities of various see.;ments of the
industries with regard to, for example,.news coverage, publii.5 events,
editorialization, classified or sensitive information, criminal trials,
and obscenity?

-What of the political influence of the industry and its components, both
in its role as prceaul;ator and purveyor of intelligence and images, and
its role as a larr.;e scale economic interest group?

-How should the industry, the 'law, and the society adjust itself to the
continuing pace of technological advance in communications, direct
satellite broddca!itin;.;, laser communications,. devices for direct con-
sultation of electoraL, , home competers, conference television, national
dial-in data storage centers, and electronic banking?

-What systems for delivering informatiOn and entertainment arc likely to
be.feasible in the near future, and what are the alternate ways that
these might be developed and introduced into present communication systems?
What are the implications of such systems for education, adult learning,
public television, the exchanzo of data, libraries and library services,
postal services, conferences and meetings, business structure and organi-
zation, the structure and form of cities, the design of schools and the
financing of education and libraries? What would be the expected social
effects of introducing these in different forms and ways? What kind of
economic and legal changes would be required?

-How might modern communication systems, and the developments to be expected
of them, contribute to solving some urgent social problems, such as the
development of the inner city and the attempt to equalize education and
economic opportunities? What technical, legal and financial support would
be needed?

-What are the tolerable human limits to improvements to cominunication
systems which, if passed, submerge man in such a flood of comlunicated
data and impressions that his full time is taken up in absorbing, or seek-
ing to ward off, the deluge?

-What of the dignity of the inner man subjected, even in his most private
life, to the continuing surveillance df communications equipment that sees
all, hears all and tells all, and to the total instant recall of the data
bank chat harbors his life history in a transistor chip?

-What are the impacts of modern communications systems; and tomorrow's,
upon our political systems, the assumptions of democratic choice, the
selection of candidates for public office, and what are the imperatives
of international relations implied by new communication techniques?

The funding contemplated for'che Program is made up of three components,

1. Law School  Faculty Endowment -- $600,000

The evolutionary stage of the Stanford School of Law is such that endowment
funds are required to provide the basis for appointment of men to specialized
areas of work and study. The effective teaching strength of the law faculty



at present stands at only 23. With a studet body, of approximately 450, theSchool must draw upon t h full resources of the faculty to meet the basiccurriculum requiro.c...ents of the edueation41 prograns. Research time free ofteaching responsibilities is current. Ly virtually unknown in the School. Inthis environment of Pressure for manpower, every bit of the Sclwol's limitedfaculty funding base must be devoted to 'faculty additions who Will teach full-time and who are free to shift from one area of the curriculum to another fromtime. to Lime as sabbaticals and faculty changes create gaps in the curricularceverne. At best, it will be several years before the School has developeda sufficient faculty cop lenient to permit it to use general funds to supportprofessors in specialized areas and professors who have substantial researchcowlitments and limited teaching responsibilities. Without'specialized fund-ing, and the assurance of its continued availability, the Law School cannot.at its present stae, of development play the part in the Program contemplatedhere. With such funding, the full-time work of one faculty member or thepart-time work of several faculty members can be financed.

2. Communication De;)artm,:,nt-facultv position: $2,000
per year for five years $125,000

A five-year grant of $125,000 would make it possible for the Departmentand Institute to proceed with the appointments necessary to perform thefunctions described in this application, and thus to enlarge the group ofscholars working in the field. It is expected that, following the five-yearperiod, there would continue to be a member or members of the Institute witha central interest in the field.

3. Research Funds: five-year liouidating  c;rant - $475,000

The proposed research fund of $475,000 would he administered by thedirector and the associate director with the guidance of a broader multidisci-plinary group drawn from other interested segments of the University. Thefunds would be used to cover salaries for faculty members other than Closesupported by funding under the two precedihg paragraphs, to provide essentialadministrative support, travel expenses, computer time, equipment costs, andresearch and administrative overheads. Each research project would be treatedas a separately funded item. Nulti-disciplinary projects of broad scope andsubstantial duration would be encouraged,,•••• •M•

A 'rough estimate of a reasonable distribution of the research funds overthe five-year period' would be as follows: •

Year Research Funds Committed 
1 $ 50,000
2 75,000
3 100,000
4 125,000
5 125,000
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Conclw;1,.on

The work projected in this application is of great importance. Stanford

Univrsity biicvc that the proposal is a practicz,1 and sound one. And it

believes thzit the University, in the propos..:d conjunction with RAND, has the

resources, environment, and know-how to make the Program a success.

We request the help of the Foundation to make it possible for the Program

to move ahead.

•
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The Secretary of Commerce formed the Interdepartmental

Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC) to allocate frequen-

cies among the federal agencies "to prevent harmful

interference."

Communications Act set up FCC's licensing and reg-

ulatory powers over radio communications, id regu-

latory powers over common carriers (telephone-tele-

graph).

1951 - President Truman launched a series of internal stud-

ies of government organization in telecommunications,

then created by Executive Order a Telecommunications

Advisor to the President. His role: to assist the

President on policy and to assign radio frequencies

to federal agencies. (IRAC, although formally rele-

gated to an advisory role, continued to play a prin-

cipal role in the assignment process, and still does.)

1958-

1962 -

President Eisenhower transferred functions of Tele-

communications Advisor to Office of Civil Defense

Mobilization (later Office of Emergency Planning).

DTM is still on organization chart under Director

of OE?.

By Executive Order JFK set up DTM (Director of Tele-

communications Management) making him also a Special

Assistant to the President. Gave him authority over

Government frequency allocations; responsibility for

coordinating telecommunications policies; and dele-

gated to him the President's responsibility under the

Communications Satellite Act of 1962 "for promotion

and coordination of satellite communications."

1963 - Following the communications fiasco during the Cuban

invasion, JFK set up the National Communications System--

interconnecting the major existing Government systems.

(Biggest unit: Defense Communications System, a world-

wide complex of DOD communications networks). The

Secretary of Defense is Executive Agent of NCS and the

head of DCS is Manager of NCS. DTM was given a policy-

advisory role.
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TODAY - DTM is submerged on the OEP organization chart.
The function is under-budgeted. It lacks adequate
personnel. Therefore it is msaLt effective in coordin-
ating policy. The present DTM, General James O'Connell,
is considerably frustrated by this situation and is
plumping for an upgrading of the activity to give it
the necessary clout to function effectively.

The Task Force Report (Chapter IX, page 20) comments:

"In theory, DTM is the focal point for coordination
of federal telecommunications policy within the Ex-
ecutive Branch. In actuality the coordinating role
is diffused among a multiplicity of committees--some
permanent and some 2,4L1m--interwoven into a compli-
cated web of formal and informal relationships. Many
of these units have difficulty responding to coordina-
tion."

The Report stresses that there is at present "no cen-
tralized responsibility for spectrum management."
DTM and IRAC, in point of fact, share responsibility
for federal agency use of the spectrum. FCC has re-
sponsibility for commercial use of the spectrum. The
public interest tends to get lost between the two.
The new agency should have oyernll responsibility for
the spectrum in the national welfare, in the view of
the Task Force.

"Under existing arrangements, DTM lacks the weight to
resist effectively the frequency demands of powerful
IRAC members and to conserve government use of spec-
trum for the benefit of private users.... Neither
the President nor anyone else (except Congress) can
revise the FCC's frequency allocations in the non-
federal sector. No nctency, nt present, is empowered 
15a1f1=2,11 equitnble and efficient divtsiol ags_12.9.spectrum between /am/In."
The Task Force clearly feels that the only way to get
the function up where it should be is to set up a new
agency---comparable perhaps to the Department of Trans-
portation--although they nowl=e mention Cabinet-level
status. They also assign it many responsibilities in
addition to overall spectrum-management, policy co-
ordination, and long-range planning--functions which
are considered beyond those of a White House staff
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offices:

-.3-

R&D planning and coordination
Evaluation of pilot programs
Technical assistance on procurement
Technical assistance on new regulatory

procedures
Personnel development in telecommunication'

policy
And others.

Its staff of experts (scientists, economists, lawyers,
engineers) would have to be large enough to carry out
the above tasks. Considerably larger, presumably, than
a normal White House staff office.

Had HHH won the election, we are told that the Sec-
retary of Transportation, Alan Boyd, was pushing hard
to merge these functions into a new Department of Trans-
portation and Communications. C. R. Smith, Secretary
of Commerce, was simultaneously plugging to absorb
them into the Commerce Department.

Some experts, among them the present DTM, think that
the solution lies in upgrading the office of the DTM,
taking it out of OEP, assigning it adequate staff and
budget, and giving it real authority (from the Presi-
dent) to act in the public interest in supervising
equitable division of the spectrum between Federal and
private users.

The Bureau of the Budget is understood to have recent-
ly prepared a paper on telecommunications organization.
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By 'FRED HENCK
Washington Editor of TE&fil
and Editor of "Telecommunications Reports"
Washington, D.C.

'.The President-elect's appointments and an- .
' flounced Olans "seem to offer cause for

';..guarded, optimism" concerning (1) recom-,
mendations of President Johnson's "Task

• Forte On Communications," (2) regulatory
agencies, (3) the Inter-Connection Tariff, (4)

, the' MCI application, and (5) other items of
directimpact on the communications Indus-
try.

•`'4,

• r,
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D EGULAR readers of the` Washington column
j11 this magazine, or of Telecommunkations

ilmorts, which the authors edit are aware of our
conclusion after the election of Richard At Nixon
as presiden&.. that the comtnunicotions industry
faces, In a new. administration, essentially the
same old problems under 'essentially the same
governmental stritcture as heretofore,
Nothing has happened in the interim since the

(lection—in such developments as the announce-
ment of Nixon's Cabinet, and such comments as

, have been available regarding the course in-
tended 'to be followed by the new national ad-
ministration—to indicate that there is anything
wrong with this basic conclusion.
In fact, the general awareness of the contents

of the report of retiring President Johnson's task
force on communications policy, composed large-

/,>-; /11,

inistr n

on Zinum ce

Old re le

ly of "lame ducks"—at this writing,, the; 'report
still had not been officiallrreleased, but 'readers
of our publications and some others have general ,
knowledge of its contents—makes it clear that
the organizational status quo is more likelY to be
preserved under Nixon's administration 'than it
would have been by a continuation of the; Derno-
cratic control of the White House under,,Hubert
II. Humphrey.
One of the task force's Major recommendations

was for .a new agency in the. Executive Branch to
provide long-range policy and advisory guidance,
engage in long-term econoinic and technOlogical..
forecasting, and have centralized ..respon%ibility
for the management of the radio frequency. spec-:....
trim. .

Since the proposals of the task force have the
general, if not enthusiastic.; support of. oVials of.
most of the outgoing administration's, major de.;:
partments (with Telecorninunications Adviser ,to
the President James D. :O'Connell reportedly ,
notable exception) it could have been ieaSonably.
assumed' that efforts would, be made.',by a Hutn-
phrey-led administration to push the recornmen7;,
claims through to conclusion. — .
With Nixon in the White 'House, efforts

appear extremely unlikely:. At the very least, the.
new administration can !ie expected to take a
long, fresh look at the situation, and, to' modify or .
reject some of the task force's conclusions if it
considers them at all. Meanwhile, Nixon,and hi.:
advisers obviously will be rnych morO.concerned
with pressing immediate' national, problems,. in-
cluding those of the monetary and econoinic
term, the cities, foreign policy, and the Vietnam
war.

It should be noted in passing that the leading
intra-government critics of some or all of the

Continued on next page
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"Same Old Problems"
Continued

task force's conclusions were those whose views
are likely to !carry more weight with the new

• administration, than some of the report's ardent•• , •
supporters. In addition to O'Connell, a career

.and non-political Military and government offi-
cial all of his adult life, Commerce Secretary C.
II. Smith, a leading businessman, was reported to
have dissented strongly.
.Federal Communications Commission Chair-

man Rosel H. Hyde, 'a Republican, while not for-
mally a task force member, objected to a substan-
tial number of the group's conclusions. Edward
,Welsh, who heads the National Aeronautics &
Space Council, and who is also a_ career ,and
largely non-political appointee, took issue with
major recommendation in a footnote to the' re-
port, • ,

Nonetheless.; while the government strueture
may remain the same as it relates to communica-
tions matters, there obviously will be real differ-
ences in the way the government meets the prob-
lems which are still with us and must he
adjudicated. Some of the distinctions will be
obvious, others will be relatively subtle.

• Regulatory Agencies
Nixon has made it clear in a newspaper inter-

view during the campaign that his approach to
, criticism • of the regulatory agencies will be
through the kind of appointments he makes, ra-
thur than through seeking wholesale changes in
their. composition.

incidentally, it has been noted that while Dr.
Milton Friedman, one Of Nixon's economic ad-
viser s during the campaign, has suggested aboli-

- tipn of the regulatory agencies and reliance on
Market place competition, the appointees to top
Ccoriomies posts in the new administration have
been petsons regarded' as much more "middle
road" than Dr. Friedman.
AS things stand at the FCC, the Republicans

Will not have an opportunity to gain a majority
until mid-1970, when the term of commissioner
Kenneth A. Cox, a Democrat, expires. The next
term to run out, on June 30, 1969, is that of Chair-
man • ‘Hyde, who as previously noted is a Repub-
lican.
To assume that there will be a Democratic ma-

jority on the FCC for another _xel.ir and_a 94,,
114 in OW -psfe

di,ormes.AliarNamii4gabiuo-r.“0,dwit,a4Oriiilkst,‘Avideitkaa,,,neterrnl.

the new administration gets around to a good
look at the FCC, it has two .distinct possibilities
as alternatives. One is to make it attractive for,
one of the Democrats to depart, through arrang-
ing a good job offer, as for example a university,
post. The other is that one of the Democrats
could well decide there is no future in hanging.:
on to the end of his term in a Republican ad-
ministration, and that a change in scene and job .
responsibilities would be desirable. • ' •
Equally important to those .interested in eorn-

munications regulation, of course, will be what
happens to the upper staff echelon at the FCC. .
Because Commissioners obviously cannot be
experts in all of the many facets of the area 'regu-
lated by the FCC, and in any event are depend-
ent on the staff for factual analyses of the eiten-
sive and detailed records of hearings, inquiries, .
etc., even the most determined regulators among
the Commissioners must depend to an apprccia- -
Mc degree on the career staff.
While there has been considerable publicity

about the new administration's "talent search," .
and the issuance of a book containing listings of.
several thousand federal jobs which are techni-
cally available for appointments by the COP,•
here, too, it is a mistake to ignore the realities of
life by making automatic presumptions. • • •
To begin with, the woods are not exactly full

of specialists in, for example, common carrier reg-

"The leading intra-government
critics of some, or all, of the Task
Force's conclusions were those
whose views are likely to carry
more weight with the new ad-
ministration than some of the
report s ardentsu
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ulation. While the analogy is not precise, because
to a certain extent a body of expertise has been
,developed in state commissions and elsewhere in
the past 16 years, it is well to remember what
'happened at the FCC Common Carrier Bureau
when the Eisenhower administration took office.
.Tintbureau chief had resigned before General

tisenhower took office, not nearly so much for
Volitieal reasons as because he had an excellent
private law practice offer, where he has remained
;successfully to this day. But it took about a year
.and a half to turn up a successor with the light
...professirmal and political qualifications, and
"meanwhile the bureau remained under a career

ing chief who was limited in his activities by
the very existence of the "acting" tag.

• We, have no reason to believe that Common
Carrier Bureau Bernard Strassburg will resign,
'and we don't know of very many people who
'believe *that he should. One might note that

• Strasburg and bureau Deputy Chief Asher H.
. End e have, been active and influential members

the. career FCC staff under more than a dec-
ade' cif Republican . chairmen, including those
during the Eirsenhower administration as well as
the post few years under Hyde's latest tenure at
the helm of he agency.

Career Staff Employees
,Becuu§e there have been so many years of

-... 'Democratic national administration in Washing-
Jon,-save .only up to now Eisenhower's two terms
.1u the. past 3(3 years, the natural tendency for
Abase not intimately familiar with the situation is

ossume that career staff employees are active
. -Democrats almost to a man.

. But, again limiting our focus to the small
grotip of bureau, division, and branch heads in

• alb FCC Common Carrier Bureau, we happen to
several—not from observing their work,

s but because we know them personally—who are
long-time registered Republicans. There may
well be others; we haven't discussed politics with
all of them, by any means. The point is that the
Republican staff members have worked in the
career service under Democratic FCC Chair-
men just as well as the Democrats have worked
under GOP agency heads.
There will, of course, be changes, as staff mein-

"To assume that there will be a
Democratic malority on the FCC
for another 18 months is to ig-
nore the realities of life. . . One
of the Democrats could decide
there is no future hanging on to
the end of his term during a Re-
publican administration."

The eventual new FCC chairman no doubt will
want at least a few of his own men in key spots—
the agency's General Counsel is perhaps the
most politically sensitive of top staff assignments.
As others in top posts leave, political clearance of ,
the newcomers, if not necessarily impeccable
Republican credentials, will be called for.
We merely suggest that those readers who vis-

it Washington on business from time to time
should not expect to go to the capital Jan. 21 and
find a completely new cast of characters. Those
aware of the complexities which go into govern-
mental regulatory decisions will, we think, agree
that this is probably a good thing.
Those more subtle differences in the handling

of events, however, already arc beginning to
show up to a degree. As used to be said about
the Suprenie Court, incumbent appointees with
specific terms of office and career staff members
still read the election returns.

Interconnection Tariff
The FCC's decision to permit the new inter-

connection tariff revisions of the Bell System to
go into effect as scheduled Jan. 1 (see "Washing-
ton Report" in this issue) probably would have
come about, anyway. We do not believe that ei-
ther the FCC Commissioners or the staff mem-
bers rce()mmending action would, after reading

r
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Same Old Problems
Continued

all the -pleadings which have been ',filed, coin-
Pletely reverse themselves on the basis of the
Presidential election. The men involved have too
much integrity to change a "yes" to a "no" for
political reasons.
But the advent of a Republican administration,

Nye suspect, may have stiffened a few. backbones
.and produced at least Subtle changes in the *ay
the matter Was handled. With hordes of lawyers
for all the organizations interested in the subject
carefully studying everything available, with a
view toward possible .future steps, • even minor
text changes can make a difference.

The . MCI Application
. The 'controversial proceeding involving the
applica:tions of Microwave Communications, Inc.,
for a "special service" microwave common car-
rier system between Chicago and St. Louis may
—and we repeat, may—be more affected sub-
Oantively by the election returns.
•;•• MCI's applications represent, at least to the,
supporters of a grant, a "close case." The FCC
hearing examiner recommending a grant in his
initial decision conceded that such action could
be an "invitation to disaster." He referred to the
planned housing for the repeater stations as "ear-

. ly'Sears, Roebuck toolshed" in construction, and
pointed to such things as the absence of provi-

.Siori for access roads to the microwave towers.
Implicit in the MCI plan is a minimum-cost

sYsteM,.. alined at low trunk route charges to sub-
Scribers who would have to provide or obtain
their own local loops. ,

Its. supporters feel, however, that it is import-
ant to test the concept of a different type of ser-
vice offering than that now offered by the exist-
ing common carriers. MCI is, in a very real sense,
the ,"only game in town." Thus they urge a trial
or test' of the MCI approach is highly desirable.
To its opponents, one important thing is that

the FCC should not put its stamp of approval on
the' system as a common carrier unless it is more
certain than it can be on the basis of the present
hearing record that service quality will be ade-
quate, and restoration of "down" service will be
prompt. They, and MCI's backers as well, are
'much concerned about the possible impact of an
MCI-type operation on the nationwide average
rate schedule of the common carriers.

Still another problem arises for the seven Corn-

..^....T.,NOTTT • •

missioners who must decide the case: ThOse es-
pousing a grant to MCI contend•th4t it .wjhl be
a trial only, and that'the FCC will not grant any
extensions of the Chicago-St. Louis systein-tintil
a thorough test is made. But now. the. FCC has on„i -
file manlier set of applications, from Interda'ta,
Communications, Inc, i for a virtuab"mirrer
age" of MCI's proposal, except over the New' • ti
York-Philadelphia-Washington route.

If the Commission issues a grant to MCI, can
it long delay or deny approval of the Interdata
applications? .

Obviously, this is a case where the political
philosophy of the decision-maker is unusually
portant. A former FC p Commissioner onco 

"The controversial proceeding in-
volving the application of Micro-
wave Communications, Inc., for
a "special service" microwave
common carrier system may be
affected substantially by the elec-
tion . . ."

plained the way in which many decisions'. 6, re j,
made, using a contested broadcast' application .
case as an example, this way:
A, B, and C have filed applications for the, only'

television channel available in city X. All are •'
legally qualified, and they have gone' throngh a' 
hearing. Now the FCC must 'pick. one of the .
three. Our friend the Commissioner would, opt
for A, concludes that B would be Ft competent,. r;
station operator but is not his first choice, and is
definitely against C, who he feels would not bp-3 . 4.
crate in the public interest.
When the Commission takes 'up the case, he 0:-

finds that three of his colleagues arc for B
three are for C. All 'appear immovable. He call;
not sway a majority to A during the meting dis
cussion, and to deadlock the case for an extended,
period means that the public will be deprived of
the service to be rendered that much longer. •
He concludes that A, his first choice, does not

have a chance, and he remains firmly convinced
that B is infinitely preferable to C. To him, as a
practical regulator and politician, there' is only
one choice. He switches to B, who then has a
majority and gets the grant.

Telephone Engineer & Management

• ••• — • yTTOr..., ,......ppomipmpinwprmgrremip,r "up,.



• At. all': reports, the 'Nip case has been sub-stantially deadlocked at the FCC up to this writ-ing. It is not the same type of proceeding as thatoutlined in our example, but it does present somesimilarities. The existing common carriers have;bitterly opposed the MCI application, and have--.4nside it clear they will take an FCC grant to thecourts. But the Commission, as a defendant in a• court ,case, could well 14 a different agency in.terms of Membership when it comes time to take
sttind before a federal tribunal.
Khe deciding Commissioner or Commissioners,therefore,:eould go ahead.and vote on either one4 two different bases, since it is apparent Sc) farThaPhiloSophical convictions do not override"the pragmatics 'of the 'sithation and that neither,viewPoint! has a clear majOrity.- They might con-clude. tliat it is. advisable to go ahead and grant2the,applidations, confident in the knowledge thatthe courts' eventually will decide the issues pre--:Sented..Th8y might, on the other hand, conclude'that 'a grant would only be tilting windmills,

later Republican-dominated FCC mightwdl reverse the ruling.
All; in aW it is 'clear that the election returns do.affect:the outcome of decisions of the same seven'COMinissio`nors, who were in office on the day be-fore Election Day. But the impact is not precisely11"tsurable, and never will be. The develOper ofreally accurate measuring rod, as we have sug-gested before, can stop wearing out shoe leatherin ..paqiit of the news and thinning his pants

seats in font of .a typewriter trying to interpretYou'll find biin—but not us— sunning himselfen a tii.ts'orebeachi caressing his crystal ball.

Criange on Capitol Hill
•.she swot) t'dneral expectation of lack of major

expected to be generated bythe lute louse 'also applies to Capitol Hill. All
advance'. indications are that communications
inbjects. to giA ti-w closest atfention from the legis-

fiz-e those related to television, with pantie-
;Jar :LIniplia.sis On violence in TV programming,

iy impact on some of the things which hap-
pen in our 'cities.
It cc-Mid also be noted that the composition of

Congress was little changed by the elections. Byand large, conunittee lineup will be affectedonly in a minor manner, and the Congressional

January 15, 1969

leadership will not be appreciably changed inidentity.
All of the above discussion, of course, relatesto what might be termed items of direct impacton the communications industry. Much morewidespread and significant will be those ,thingswhich affect communications companies, and • .;their employees, in the same way they affect ev-ery other American business and citizen. •
Few if any businesses are any more directly af-fected by what happens in the cities than thecommunications companies, with their huge

stake in fixed plant and services in the nation'sIndustrial plants, office buildings, and homes. Ob-viously, the growing communications companiei,'with their tremendous construction programs and
huge revenue requirements to cover capital al-ready committed, have a concern which canhardly be exaggerated with the nation's economyand tax structure.

"Cause for General Optimism”
The author of this piece, busy in his limitedand specialized area, must leave news coverageand analysis of the "big picture" to those betterequipped by background, experience, and capac-ity.
He can only observe that, at the very least, thePresident-elect's appointments and announcedplans, to the extent they have come to light sofar, seem to offer cause for guarded optimism.
An administration which has been in office forsome years gets "locked in" in its policies, almostinevitably. In the Vietnam war, as an outstand-ing example, the Johnson administration has ap-

peared to be going down a road with no turns,which was being progressively destroyed byshelling behind it, toward a highly uncertaindestination. This is not said in a critical sense, as,
taking everything into account,,,there was prob-ably little else the administration could do.

If nothing else, the new administration is a
reflection of our current managerial society—pragniatic, "cool," somewhat computer-con-
trolled. It is the manifestation of what we havebecome, for better or worse. If our society stillhas the capacity to solve its own most pressingproblems, or to move in the direction of theirsolution, then the voters appear to have pickedthe best instrument to lead those attempts. •
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TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:

Under Section 404 of the Communications Satellite Act of

1962, I hereby transmit the sixth annual report on this program.

THE WHITE HOUSE
January 1969

LYNDON B. JOHNSON
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INTRODUCTION

Historical Background 

On December 18, 1958, the world's first successful com-
munications satellite experiment (Project SCORE) was
launched from Cape Kennedy, Florida and subsequently
broadcast a pre-recorded message from President Eisenhower
to people throughout the world.

As the first satellite communications decade draws to a
close, it is appropriate to summarize the achievements
made by the free world in this new and revolutionary tech-
nology, in particular, the accomplishments since enactment
of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, and the
opportunities and challenges ahead for fostering world peace
and understanding through improved international telecom-
munications.

A progress chart depicting the various programs used to
develop satellite communications during the past decade is
shown in Appendix A. The locations of the earth stations
and satellites of the Global Commercial Communications
Satellite System (INTELSAT) are shown in Appendix B.

By its enactment of the Communications Satellites Act of 1962,
the Congress of the United States enunciated national policy
"to establish, in conjunction and in cooperation with other
countries, as expeditiously as practicable a commercial
communications satellite system, as part of an improved
global communications network, which will be responsive to
public needs and national objectives, which will serve the
communication needs of the United States and other countries,
and which will contribute to world peace and understanding."
In addition, the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, declared
the United States policy to be that "in order to facilitate this
development and to provide for the widest possible participation
by private enterprise, United States participation in the global
system shall be in the form of a private corporation, subject
to appropriate governmental regulations. " The Communications
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Satellite Corporation (COMSAT), incorporated in the District
of Columbia on February 1, 1963, has served to carry out
the intent of Congress.

Intercontinental telecommunications services were provided
primarily by high frequency radio and submarine cable
means prior to the development of communications satellite
technology. The classical institutional framework for such
service was established by bilateral agreement between
nations involving communications common carriers (govern-
ment or private entities).

The advent of the communications satellite and its potential
for enhancing international telecommunications presented
a challenge to the ingenuity of the United States and the
international community for organizational innovation.
Rather than choosing to continue the bilateral agreement
approach, it was decided that new international institutional
arrangements involving multilateral agreements with a
large number of nations was the more desirable alternative.
This approach seemed to be consistent with the profound
international implications of satellite communications.

Shortly after President Kennedy signed the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962, discussions began, at first with
Canada and several European countries, with a view to
examining ways to foster international cooperation in estab-
lishing a commercial communications satellite system.
These discussions intensified in 1963 and were broadened
later to include countries in other regions of the world.

The United States Government on August 20, 1964, entered
into a multilateral Agreement Establishing Interim Arrange-
ments for a Global Commercial Communications Satellite
System (INTELSAT), thus affirming its policy of supporting
the establishment of a Global System and of promoting the
utilization of outer space for peaceful purposes. The United
States Government designated the Communications Satellite
Corporation as the communications entity to represent the
United States in this joint venture. In addition, COMSAT
was designated in the Agreement to act as the Manager in the

•
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design, development, construction, establishment, operation

and maintenance of the space segment of the communications

satellite system.

Progless  Sumr_r_iar_y

During 1968 progress continued to be made by INTELSAT in

establishing and operating the Global Commercial Communi-

cations Satellite System. In the four and one-half years

since its establishment, INTELSAT has grown from an

initial membership of 11 participating nations to its year-end

membership of 63 nations.

The Global System has had a steady growth in demand for

service and utilization of the available capacity of the space

segment. The space segment facilities of the Global System

continued to render high quality telephone, telegraph, tele-

vision and related services with exceptional reliability.

Additional earth stations were activated in various countries

during the year.

Significant milestones were achieved by the successful

launching of an INTELSAT III series satellite, a new gener-

ation of improved operational satellites; and by the award

of a contract to industry for more advanced INTELSAT IV

series satellites.

The value of satellite communications toward enhanced inter-

national telecommunications service was demonstrated during

the year by the initiation of commercial service via the

INTELSAT system to the Australian and South American

Continents. Users of the system have realized increased

versatility and capability of international telecommunications.

For example, the National Aeronautics and Space Admini-

stration used, in part, leased INTELSAT facilities for its

telecommunications network in support of the APOLLO 7 and

APOLLO 8 manned space operations. These accomplishments

demonstrate the viability of the Global Commercial Communi-

cations Satellite System (INTELSAT).



The Consortium has benefited from COMSA T's perform-
ance in the role as Manager for INTELSAT with the close
relationships maintained by COMSAT with the entire United
States space program involving NASA, DOD and industry.
This institutional arrangement facilitated the accelerated
rate of progress toward establishing the Global System.

The achievements during 1968 under the provisions of the
Communications Satellite Act of 1962 have moved the nation
and the world substantially closer to realization of our ulti-
mate goal for improved international telecommunications
services.

The progress which has already been achieved with the first
two generations of operational commercial communications
satellites represents a profoundly important step toward a
new order of capability for worldwide telecommunications.
These accomplishments accelerate the process of estab-
lishing worldwide interconnection of all modes of communi-
cation and thereby foster the possibilities for the enrichment
of mankind through the sharing of knowledge. Future potentials
will be limited only to the imagination, skill, and cooperation
of the nations of the world in participating in this unprecedented
venture in space.
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II

NATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

The keynote of the United States activities in satellite communi-

cations is the mutual support and cooperation demonstrated by

the leadership and technical competence of the United States

Government-Industry team, coupled with the enlightened inter-

national cooperation by the members of INTELSAT. These

joint efforts enabled INTELSAT to achieve unprecedented

progress toward its goals, to attain a status of an eminently

successful international commercial enterprise, and to increase

the participation of our partner nations in research, develop-

ment and manufacture in this new field of technology.

There follows a summary of significant activities accomplished

during 1968 in furtherance of our national satellite communi-

cations policy; and of the concurrent planning which has been

undertaken to maintain the rapid pace of progress in satellite

technology and adapt it to the needs of modern society.

Federal Coordination and Planning 

The Director of Telecommunications Management and the

Department of State, in coordination with the Federal Com-

munications Commission, continued active participation in

fulfilling Executive Branch responsibilities assigned to the

President in the Communications Satellite Act of 1962.

The principal activities accomplished by the Director of

Telecommunications Management and the Department of

State during the year included:

-- Providing guidance to COMSAT, acting as the

United States designated communications entity,

in actions being considered by the Interim Com-

munications Satellite Committee (ICSC), INTELSAT.

-- Preparing for the INTELSAT conference on

Definitive Arrangements convening in Washington,

D. C. in February 1969.
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-- Conducting an ad-hoc study of the impact on the
INTELSAT system of the proposal to install a
submarine telecommunications cable (TAT-5)
between the United States and Southern Europe.

-- Aiding in the planning and development of the
national program for the establishment and
operation of the Global Commercial Communi-
cations Satellite System, particularly with
regard to the use of advanced satellites and
satellites for aeronautical purposes.

-- Maintaining continuous review of all phases of
the development and operation of the system
including activities of the Communications
Satellite Corporation, particularly with regard
to INTELSAT III and IV satellites.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
continued to provide launch vehicles and launch services on a
reimbursable basis for placing INTELSAT satellites into transfer
orbit for COMSAT, acting as Manager for INTELSAT; and techni-
cal assistance to COMSAT, as well as technical advice to the
Federal Communications Commission.

The principal activities accomplished by NASA during the year
included:

-- Launching INTELSAT III series satellites.

-- Providing technical consultation service to COMSAT
in a number of instances. NASA's assistance was
rendered in making facilities available for testing
the INTELSAT III series satellite apogee motor.
In addition, NASA made its experience available to
COMSAT in connection with various aspects of
spacecraft technology, and spacecraft under design,
development and test.
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-- Continuing to furnish technical advice and comments
to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
on a number of applications filed by COMSAT and
on other matters in respect to satellite communications
and earth stations.





THE INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
SATELLITE CONSORTIUM (INTELSAT)

Member shiy 

The activities of the International Telecommunications Satellite
Consortium (INTELSAT) continued to expand during 1968. During
the year, membership in the Consortium increased to 63 nations,
with the addition of Uganda, Turkey and Iran. Also a number
of other nations completed the initial steps toward joining and
may be expected to complete accession in the coming months. A
review of the organization's growth shows that at the end of 1964,
the year in which the original agreements were signed, there
were 19 members. An additional 29 countries joined in 1965 to
raise total membership to 48 by the end of the year. At the close
of 1966 there were 55 members as 7 new nations had joined. In
1967 the total grew to 60 as 5 nations became new members, and
finally in 1968 total membership increased to its present 63
countries.

The interest and active participation of so many countries in
establishing a viable and useful Global Commercial Communi-
cations Satellite System is an indication of the promise of this
new mode of communications for providing improved inter-
national telecommunications services.

Interim Communications Satellite Committee

The Interim Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC), the
governing body of INTELSAT, was very active during 1968 in
providing policy direction for the organization and in planning
its future. A subject of major importance requiring consider-
able effort by the Committee was the preparation of a report to
member Governments on "Definitive Arrangements" for the
Consortium as required by the Agreement establishing the
Interim Arrangements. The report completed in December,
sets forth the Committee's alternatives on organizational
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structure and operational principles for the permanent global
commercial satellite organization. As required by the 1964
intergovernmental Agreement establishing INTELSAT, an
international conference will be convened in February 1969
to formulate the permanent arrangements.

Other important substantive work accomplished by the Interim
Committee during the year included the following:

-- Selection and approval of a contract for the advanced
high capacity series of satellites, INTELSAT IV, to
be available for international telecommunications
service in early 1971.

-- Approval of plans for the launch and placement of the
INTELSAT III satellites for service in the Atlantic
and Pacific regions and, for the first time, the Indian
Ocean region.

-- Approval of the final locations and the arrangements
for the provision of tracking, telemetry and control
stations for the Global System (Hawaii, Maine,
Australia and Italy).

-- Consideration and approval of a number of new earth
stations for access to the space segment.

-- Study and consideration of the use of communication
satellites for aeronautical purposes.

-- Consideration of the implications of the proposed
establishment by one member (Canada) of a domestic
satellite system.

Definitive Arrangements for INTELSAT 

The 1964 intergovernmental Agreement Establishing Interim
Arrangements for a Global Commercial Communications
Satellite System provides in Article IX that the governing body --
the Interim Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC) -- shall
render a report not later than January 1, 1969, containing the
Interim Committee's recommendations concerning the Definitive
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Arrangements for an international global system which shall
supersede the Interim Arrangements. The Definitive Arrange-

ments are to follow the principles found in the Preamble of the

present Agreement, which incorporates the principle set forth

in Resolution 1721 of the XVI United Nations General Assembly

"that communications by means of satellites should be available

to the nations of the world as soon as practicable on a global

and non-discriminatory basis. "

The 1964 Agreement also provides in Article IX(c) that:

the report of the Committee shall be considered at

an international conference, at which duly designated

communications entities may also participate, to be

convened by the Government of the United States of

America for that purpose within three months following

submission of the report. The Parties to this Agree-

ment shall seek to ensure that the definitive arrange-

ments will be established at the earliest practicable date,

with a view to their entry into force by 1st January 1970.

The INTELSAT Conference will be held in Washington, D. C.

beginning on February 24, 1969. Formal invitations have been

sent by the United States Government to the Governments of all

INTELSAT member nations inviting their participation in the

Conference. In addition, the United States Government sent a

note to the missions of Governments which are not parties to

the Agreement, but which are members of the United Nations or

one or more of the specialized agencies. If such a Government

has an interest in attending the Conference because it has a

serious interest in the possibility of becoming an INTELSAT

member at a future time, the Government of the United States

would be pleased to extend an invitation to that Government to

attend the Conference in an observer status. Additionally, the

Secretary Generals of the UN and the ITU have been invited to

be represented at the Conference in an observer capacity.

The INTELSAT Conference will convene less than five years

after the Consortium was established. In this short time, the

unique international commercial joint venture has achieved

impressive progress toward meeting the objectives established

in 1964. The successful accomplishments in introducing the
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technological innovations of space communications for
practical uses in international telecommunications are
clearly unprecedented.

In October 1967, a United States Government proposal was
presented to the Interim Committee which envisions Definitive
Arrangements for INTELSAT patterned substantially on the
Interim Arrangements. This proposal is structured to
implement the United States policy expressed in the President's
Message to the Congress on Communications Policy of
August 14, 1967, as follows:

...We support the continuation of INTELSAT...We will
urge the continuation of the Consortium in 1969. The
present arrangements offer a firm foundation on which
a permanent structure can be built...We seek no
domination of satellite communications to the exclusion
of any other nation -- or any group of nations ...I urge
the Soviet Union and the nations of Eastern Europe to
join with the United States and our 57 (now 62) partners
as members of INTELSAT...

The President again invited wide participation in INTELSAT in
his remarks at Glassboro, New Jersey on June 4, 1968, as
follows:

...Second: I propose that we step up our efforts to
develop a global satellite communications system.
The United States believes that better communications
are essential to mutual understanding between nations.
That is why we proposed such a system in 1963. Now,
more than 60 nations, large and small, have joined.
We look forward to the day when the Soviet Union and
the nations of Eastern Europe will join the system...

Advanced s Planning

The Interim Committee (ICSC) has sponsored the study of
provision of aeronautical telecommunications services via
satellites. The final report of a comprehensive study,
conducted by industry was submitted to the Interim
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Committee (ICSC) at the 31st meeting on March 21, 1968.
Subsequently, the study results were provided to the Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).

The United States Government in conjunction with interested
industry representatives, developed formal documentation
concerning the application of communications satellite technology
for aeronautical purposes. A Statement of Requirements and
a National Plan for Aeronautical Telecommunication Services
via Satellites have been approved and issued for guidance of
U. S. spokesmen at international meetings.

The U. S. Government informed the ICSC in September 1968
that:

There is, in the opinion of the United States Government,
a requirement for improved air-ground communications
in oceanic areas by providing reliable, direct pilot-to-
controller capability for Air Traffic Control purposes
and rapid communications capability between the aircraft
and the ground environment for operational control...

Further, that:

The United States Government urges the Committee to take
steps to put itself in the position to respond on a timely
basis to proposals for establishing an interim VHF
aeronautical satellite service for operational evaluation
purposes which could satisfy the near term (1970-1975)
needs of air traffic control and company operational
communications.*

* Extracted from ICSC Temp. 34-114E, September 20, 1968
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IV

PROGRESS IN ESTABLISHING AND OPERATING 

THE GLOBAL SYSTEM 

Background 

The deployment of the Global Commercial Communicat
ions

Satellite System by the International Telecommunicat
ions Satel-

lite Consortium (INTELSAT) has progressed steadil
y since the

initial operations began in June 1965. The growth of the Consor-

tium was brought about by substantial investments
 by members,

based upon the members anticipated use of interna
tional telecom-

munications.

The initial market for international satellite comm
unications

facilities consisted of requirements identified by 
international

telecommunications carriers who desired to augm
ent their

terrestrial plant capability. In addition, in 1965 the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration offered t
he Consortium

the opportunity to furnish leased services to provi
de telecom-

munications support for the APOLLO Manned Sp
ace Program.

This service requirement coupled with other imp
ortant inter-

national telecommunications requirements, both 
government

and private, provided an impetus for the early d
eployment of

the Global System.

An overview of the progress made by INTELSAT t
oward estab-

lishing and operating the Global System can be 
seen in

Appendices A and B.

Conceptual Framework of the Global System

The Global Commercial Communications Satell
ite System being

established and operated by INTELSAT is based 
upon the unique

features and spectacular performance characte
ristics provided

by modern communications satellite technolo
gy.
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Communications satellites placed in synchronous altitude
equatorial (geostationary) orbit provide a unique trans-
mission media for all types of telecommunications services.
Essentially, the synchronous altitude equatorial corridor --
when active repeater communications satellites are employed --
is virtually a 22, 300 mile high ionospheric belt which can be
exploited to extend the range of telecommunications capability.
The fundamental attributes of this revolutionary mode of com-
munications include an unprecedented degree of versatility 
and  flexibility together with high capacity that can be achieved
at low cost.

The deployment of the INTELSAT system is based on employing
a few high performance geostationary communications satel-
lites located in orbit to provide essentially global coverage.
The specific configuration of the Global System is achieved by
placing the individual satellites in longitudinal location above
the equator so as to optimize the coverage in (a) the Atlantic
Ocean basin (b) the Pacific Ocean basin and (c) in the future,
the Indian Ocean basin.

A system with these coverage and operational features enhances
the availability of the satellites to a maximum number of nations.
Technical control of the INTELSAT satellite operation, posi-
tioning and monitoring of the satellites status is accomplished
from a select number of earth stations comprising a system
control network. All satellites after Early Bird have a multiple
access characteristic which enables several earth stations to
use a single satellite simultaneously.

Space Segment Development 

The INTELSAT system is based on the philosophy of an
integrated systems approach in both systems design (configur-
ation) and management in the establishment and operation of
the single Global System. Since a few geostationary satellites
have by their very nature a characteristic of extensive geographic
coverage, global in scope, the institutional arrangements of the
International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium provide
a logical method for applying an orderly and integrated systems
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approach toward achieving the objective of establishing and
operating a Global Commercial Communications Satellite
System. The current configuration of the INTELSAT system
with the present operational satellites as well as the present
and planned INTELSAT III series satellites is shown in
Appendix B.

0 Operational Satellites

The operational system in 1968 consisted of two types of
satellites e.g. INTELSAT I (Early Bird) and the INTELSAT II
series satellites.

-- INTELSAT I (EARLY BIRD) 

The first INTELSAT satellite, generally known as "Early
Bird", was launched from Cape Kennedy on April 6, 1965.
This satellites is positioned in geostationary orbit over the
Atlantic Ocean and has been providing regular commercial
service between North America and Western Europe since
June 28, 1965.

-- INTELSAT II Series

The first successful launch and orbit of the INTELSAT II
series was accomplished on January 11, 1967, less than two
years after the INTELSAT I launch. Two additional INTELSAT II
satellites were successfully launched and placed into commercial
service during 1967. These launches took place on March 22, 1967
and September 27, 1967. One of the INTELSAT II satellites is
positioned over the Atlantic providing commercial service
between North America, Latin America, Western Europe, and
Ascension and Grand Canary Islands. The other two INTELSAT II
satellites are stationed over the Pacific Ocean and are used for
commercial service between the United States, Hawaii, Australia,
Japan, Philippines and Thailand. Each of the three INTELSAT II
satellites was providing commercial grade service at the end of
the year.
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0 Advanced Operational Satellites 

-- INTELSAT III Series

The first of the INTELSAT III series of satellites was launched
on September 18, 1968, but due to a launch vehicle failure, did
not achieve orbit. The second INTELSAT III satellite was
launched successfully on December 18, 1968 and was positioned
in geostationary orbit over the Atlantic Ocean. This satellite
will be placed in full commercial service in January 1969.
Three additional INTELSAT III satellite launches are planned
for 1969, in February, late April or early May, and June, with
the satellites intended for positions over the Pacific, Atlantic
and Indian Oceans, respectively.

-- INTELSAT IV Series 

During 1967, COMSAT, on behalf of INTELSAT, continued its
studies for more advanced satellites to handle growing system
traffic requirements. In February 1968, a request for proposals
based on the studies accomplished in 1967 was issued for an
advanced satellite designated INTELSAT IV. A contract was
placed in October 1968, calling for delivery of a prototype and
four flight model INTELSAT IV spacecraft and associated
equipment.

The advanced satellite INTELSAT IV will weigh about four
times more in orbit and will be approximately five times more
powerful than the INTELSAT III satellite series. A unique
operational feature of this satellite will be provided by two
steerable dish antennas that supplement the normal earth
coverage antenna. These dish antennas will provide narrow, intense •
"spot" beams which can be pointed at the heavy traffic areas
and will enable a significant increase in the number of circuits
each satellite can relay.

The first INTELSAT IV launch is planned for early 1971.
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Satellite Operational Capabilities 

There has been a substantial growth in the size and perform-
ance characteristics of the INTELSAT satellites from the
first generation model EARLY BIRD. The principal features
and operational capabilities of the various types of INTELSAT
satellites are shown in Table 1.

ITEM INTELSAT I
Early Bird

INTELSAT
II

INTELSAT
III

INTELSAT
Iva

Diameter, inches 28.4 56.0 56.0 93.0

Height, inches
(overall)

47.1 51. 0 78. 0 193. 0

Weight, lb
(in orbit)

85 190 322 1200

Design Lifetime 1-1/2 3 5 7

(Years)

Total two-way 5000

telephone 240 240 1200 to

circuitsb, or 8000c

TV Channelsd 1 1 4 12

aParameters estimated
bWhen used with standard Earth Stations having 85 to 97-ft diameter

antennas.

cDepending on type modulation, number of carriers per repeater, and
antenna beamwidth used.

dIn lieu of telephone circuits

TABLE 1
GROWTH IN CAPABILITY
INTELSAT SATELLITES
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Tracking, Telemetry and Command 

Overall operational control of the INTELSAT system is
accomplished by specialized stations which perform tracking,
telemetry and command (TT&C) functions. These stations
track the individual satellites in the INTELSAT system,
receive telemetry data which indicates the performance and
status of the satellites, and transmit commands which control
the various on-board communications and position keeping
equipment. The TT&C stations are operated under lease
agreements or other arrangements with INTELSAT.

The stations at Andover, Maine and Paumalu, Hawaii were
placed in an operational status pkior to 1968. A new station
at Fucino, Italy was placed in an operational status during
1968. A fourth station located at Carnarvon, Australia will
begin operations in early 1969.

Earth Station Deplo=ent 

The Special Agreement of INTELSAT requires that the techni-
cal characteristics of all earth stations be approved by the
Interim Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC) prior to
any earth station being permitted to utilize the space segment.
The ICSC has approved 40 earth stations (excludes TT&C and
shipboard stations) in 35 locations in 25 countries for access
to INTELSAT satellites.

The locations of all operational earth stations and those stations
planned to be placed in operation during 1969 are shown in
Appendix B.

During 1968, three new U. S. earth stations, each equipped with
97-foot diameter antennas, were completed and placed into
operation. These stations are located at Etam, West Virginia;
Cayey, Puerto Rico and Jamesburg, California. New standard
earth stations were also installed and put into operation in
other parts of the world during 1968 at Longovilo, Chile;
Utibe, Panama; Tulancingo, Mexico; Moree, Australia and
Buitrago, Spain.
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Utilization of the Space Segment 

Each satellite in the INTELSAT system is accessed by a group

of earth stations as listed in Appendix B. The utilization of the

INTELSAT satellites increased from a total of 75 two-way

voice circuits provided at the end of 1965, to 560 circuits by the

end of 1968. The growth in utilization and increased use of the

available capacity of the satellites is shown in Table 2. The

higher capacity INTELSAT III series satellites and the increasing

number of operational earth stations throughout the world are

important factors in the dramatic increase in voice traffic

utilization predicted for 1969.

Number of Operational
Satellites

1 1 4 4 ---

*Satellite Utilization
Percent of Rated Capacity

31. 3% 35. 8% 53. 3% 74. 9% -- -

Number of Leased Two-
way Voice Circuits
(All classes of terminals)

75 86 344 560
**

1, 812

***Number of Trunk
Route Miles (Estimate)

12, 000 12, 000 45, 000 75,000 ---

***Number of Circuits

Route Miles (Estimate)
215, 000 250, 000 1,100, 000 1,800,000 ---

Year Ending, 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

* "Utilization in percent of rated capacity" figures include the effect that

some non-standard earth stations are less difficult in utilizing satel
lite

capacity.
Predicted number
Distance in nautical miles -- earth station to earth station.

TABLE 2

GROWTH OF SATELLITE UTILIZATION
THE INTELSAT SYSTEM
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The transmission of television traffic via the INTELSAT satellites
has grown from approximately 40 hours in 1965 to approximately
377 hours in 1968. In addition, the INTELSAT system utilized
NASA's Applications Technology Satellites (ATS I and ATS-Ill)
approximately 294 hours during 1968.

The higher-capacity INTELSAT III satellites will allow exclusive
channels to be used for television service. With this expanded
capability, INTELSAT will be able to cope with the increasing
demand for television service. A great future lies ahead.

Support of NASA Operations

The NASA Operational Communications System began using
commercial satellite service for APOLLO support in
February 1967, and the use of the INTELSAT service continued
throughout 1968.

The APOLLO manned flights conducted in late 1968, included the
use of satellite service to the three instrumentation ships outfitted
for direct communications via communication satellites of the
INTELSAT system. This provided the APOLLO Mission Director
in Houston, Texas, a capacity to effect real time direction of the
orbiting APOLLO spacecraft.

The availability of commercial communications satellite capability
has contributed to an enhancement of the reliability of the NASA
Operational Communications System to approximately 99.4 percent.

Support of Government Operations 

The Department of Defense began using commercial communi-
cations satellite service in the Pacific and Southeast Asia in
1967, and use of the INTELSAT service continued throughout 1968.
The addition of this new transmission mode to the other inter-
national commercial communications facilities (submarine cable
and high frequency radio) used by DOD provides a significant
enhancement of its total communications capability, particularly
in increased diversity. For example, commercial communi-
cations satellite service has been used to effect restoration of
DOD circuits during periods of commercial submarine cable outage.
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Special Events 

The unique capability of communications satellites to transmit

live television broadcasts across the oceans was demonstrated

throughout the year. Various important public affairs events

of world-wide interest were relayed via INTELSAT satellites.

On several occasions, when INTELSAT satellite capacity was

unavailable, the transmission was accomplished by use of

NASA's Applications Technology Satellites (A TS-I and ATS-Ill).

The new INTELSAT III (F-2) satellite launched on December 18,

1968, was placed in commercial operation as a primary means

for the provision of television service between Etam, West Virgina

and Raisting, Germany on December 24, 1968.

Among major events relayed via communications satellites

during 1968 included: the Winter Olympic Games at Grenoble, France;

the Summer Olympic Games at Mexico City; various United Nations

activities; the U. S. Presidential election; and Pope Paul celebrating

Christmas midnight mass from Taranto, Italy.

Of special importance were the live television broadcasts of the

APOLLO 7 and 8 missions including lift-off, in-flight, and

recovery operations. The spectacular APOLLO 8 mission near

the end of the year was a significant scientific accomplishment

of this decade. The live broadcasts from the APOLLO 8 capsule

allowed millions of people in the world to not merely follow, but

also to actively share in the space adventures of the APOLLO

crew.
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V

RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Activities during 1968 related to research and development

projects sponsored by NASA in the area of communications

satellite technology include among others the following:

-- The design of interference measurement experiments

which are required to determine the extent of interference

between satellite earth terminals and terrestrial microwave

relays under various atmospheric conditions and separation

distances. Also, a millimeter wave propagation experiment

has been designed to determine the usefulness of selected

portions of the frequency spectrum above 10 GHz for earth

space communications. (The foregoing experiments were

developed jointly by NASA and OTM).

-- Development of advanced techniques for satellite com-

munications applications e. g. simultaneous access of a large

number of small users to the satellite system; more efficient

utilization of the frequency spectrum through investigation

of millimeter wavelengths and development of components at

these higher frequencies; satellite aids to data relay to and

from NASA mission spacecraft; and improved tracking

techniques for orbit determination are under investigation.

-- NASA in conjunction with the Department of Transportation,

Federal Aviation Administration completed plans to conduct a

cooperative experiment at L-band (1540 MHz to 1660 MHz) as a

part of the ATS-E mission scheduled for launch in September 1969.

In addition, the FAA and the U. S. Coast Guard operated satellite

communications terminals aboard aircraft and ships in a test

and evaluation program for communications and navigation using

NASA's ATS I and III satellites.

-- NASA initiated competitive contracts for defining two

experimental Applications Technology Satellites (ATS F&G)

to be placed in geostationary orbits in the early 1970's,
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principally to explore the technical feasibility of erecting a
large (30-foot) antenna structure in space and the ability to
point it accurately (+ 0.10). Subsidiary experiments are
planned in the communications area: to transmit television
program material to inexpensive augmented television
receivers; to determine radio frequency radiation interference
from the earth; to develop aircraft communications in the
L-band aeronautical frequency band; to test spacecraft to
spacecraft data relay and tracking; and test propagation and
communication at optical frequencies using lasers and at
millimeter wave frequencies using electron output devices.
Other subsidiary experiments will be conducted in other
applications areas such as meteorology, navigation, traffic
control, as well as scientific experiments.

Communications Satellite Cor oration

— During 1968, COMSAT's research and development
program involved projects related to communications
satellite technology and the use of this technique in
commercial system applications. These projects included
studies and experiments for: multi-port, multi-beam
spacecraft antennas; unfurlable antennas for VHF and milli-
meter wave antennas; on-board propulsion systems;
multiple access techniques and equipment; satellite signal
processing; bandwidth reduction techniques; demand
assignment techniques; echo cancellation; spacecraft
circuitry; propagation studies; reliability studies; and
studies of the space radiation environment and methods of
counteracting it.
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VI

THE CHALLENGES AHEAD 

The first operational commercial communications satellite

(Early Bird) was deployed to meet expanding telecommunications

requirements in the high traffic volume North Atlantic region.

Subsequent operational satellites (INTELSAT LI's) are providing

satellite capability to the North Atlantic region and to those

developing nations with earth stations thereby assuring them

efficient, economical, direct access to the Global System.

Here the challenge is to promote further development of tech-

nology which will bring the benefits of direct access to the

Global System within the economic means of any nation desiri
ng

such access.

There is an opportunity for management innovations which would

be applicable to our institutional arrangements for taking advant
age

of the unique attributes offered by advancing technology to ex
pand

the range of telecommunications services in broader applicati
ons

of communications satellites. Here the challenge is to address

the complex technical, social, political and economic prob
lems

and formulate meaningful United States national and internat
ional

policy.

Finally, many opportunities are presented to the nation in

bringing the benefits of satellite communications to mankind
.

In meeting this challenge, the United States will continue to

support the Global Commercial Communications Satellites

System (INTELSAT) which is available to all nations -- l
arge

and small, developed and developing -- on a non-discr
iminatory

basis.
GPO 869.515
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NETWORKS CONFIGURATION* 

SATELLITE EARTH STATIONS

MILE VILLAGE, CANADA

INTELSAT I GOONHILLY DOWNS. ENGLAND

EARLY BIRD PLE0NEUR BODOU, FRANCE

RAI STING, WEST GERMANY

ANDOVER, MAINE

LONXIVILO, CHILE

UT1BE, PANAMA

INTELSAT II BUITRAGO, SPAIN
I F-3 I FUCI NO, ITALY

GRAND CANARY ISLAND. SPAIN 142'1

ASCENSION ISLAND, UK 1429

*Note The network configuration will change when INTELSAT III I F-2 1 A 'antic I
becomes erationiI. The following stations will then be added to the network: Etam,
West Virginia; Cayey, Puerto Rico and Tulancingo. Mexico.
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